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BRAUER RELATIONS IN FINITE GROUPS
ALEX BARTEL1 AND TIM DOKCHITSER2
Abstract. IfG is a non-cyclic finite group, non-isomorphic G-setsX,Y
may give rise to isomorphic permutation representations C[X] ∼= C[Y ].
Equivalently, the map from the Burnside ring to the rational represen-
tation ring of G has a kernel. Its elements are called Brauer relations,
and the purpose of this paper is to classify them in all finite groups,
extending the Tornehave-Bouc classification in the case of p-groups.
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2 BRAUER RELATIONS IN FINITE GROUPS
1. Introduction
s:intro
1.1. Background and main result. The Burnside ring B(G) of a finite
group G is the free abelian group on isomorphism classes of finite G-sets
modulo the relations [X]+ [Y ] = [X∐Y ] and with multiplication [X] · [Y ] =
[X × Y ]. There is a natural ring homomorphism from the Burnside ring to
the rational representation ring of G,
B(G) −→ RQ(G), X 7→ Q[X].
The purpose of this paper is to describe its kernel K(G).
Both the kernel and the cokernel have been studied extensively. The
cokernel is finite of exponent dividing |G| by Artin’s induction theorem, and
Serre remarked that it need not be trivial ([29] Exc. 13.4). It is trivial
for p-groups [19, 27, 28] and it has been determined in many special cases
[18, 8, 22].
Elements of the kernel K(G) are called Brauer relations or (G-)relations.
The most general result on K(G) is due to Tornehave [33] (see [24, 2.4]) and
Bouc [11], who independently described it for p-groups.
There is a bijection H 7→ G/H between conjugacy classes of subgroups
of G and isomorphism classes of transitive G-sets, and we will write elements
Θ ∈ B(G) as Θ =
∑
i niHi using this identification. In this notation,
Θ ∈ K(G) ⇐⇒
∑
i
ni Ind
G
Hi 1Hi = 0.
If we allow inductions of arbitrary 1-dimensional characters instead of just
the trivial character, isomorphisms between sums of such inductions are
called monomial relations. Deligne [13, §1] described all monomial relations
in soluble groups, following Langlands [26]. For arbitrary finite groups, a
generating set of monomial relations was given by Snaith [31].
Following the approach of Langlands, Deligne, Tornehave and Bouc, we
consider a relation “uninteresting” if it is induced from a proper subgroup
or lifted from a proper quotient of G (see §2). We call a relation imprimitive
if it is a linear combination of such relations from proper subquotients and
primitive otherwise, and we let Prim(G) denote the quotient of K(G) by
the subgroup of imprimitive relations. The motivation for this approach is
that if one wants to prove a statement that holds for all Brauer relations,
and if this statement behaves well under induction and inflation, then it is
enough to prove it for primitive relations (see also §1.3).
In this paper we classify finite groups that have primitive relations and
determine Prim(G):
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thm:A Theorem A. Let p and l denote prime numbers. A finite non-cyclic group
G has a primitive relation if and only if either
(1) G is dihedral of order 2n > 8; or
(2) G = (Cp × Cp)⋊ Cp is the Heisenberg group of order p3 with p > 3; or
(3) G is an extension
1 −→ Sd −→ G −→ Q −→ 1,
where S is simple, Q is quasi-elementary, the natural map Q→OutSd
is injective and, moreover, either
(a) Sd is minimal among the normal subgroups of G
(for soluble G, this is equivalent to G ∼= Fdl ⋊Q with F
d
l a faithful
irreducible representation of Q) or
(b) G = (Cl ⋊ P1)× (Cl ⋊ P2) with cyclic (possibly trivial) p-groups Pi
that act faithfully on Cl × Cl with l 6= p; or
(4) G = C ⋊ P is quasi-elementary, P is a p-group, |C| = l1 · · · lt > 1
with li 6= p distinct primes, the kernel K = ker(P → AutC) is trivial,
or isomorphic to D8, or has normal p-rank one (see Proposition 5.2).
Moreover, writing Kj =
⋂
i 6=j ker(P → AutCli), either
(a) K = {1}, t > 1, and all Kj have the same non-trivial image in the
Frattini quotient of P ; or
(b) K ∼= Cp, P ∼= K×(P/K), and all Kj have the same two-dimensional
image in the Frattini quotient of P ; or
(c) |K| > p or P is not a direct product by K, and the graph Γ attached
to G by Theorem 7.30 is disconnected.
For these groups, Prim(G) is as follows. We write µ for the Mo¨bius function.
Case Prim(G) Basis of Prim(G)
1 Z/2Z
Θ = H−H ′+ZH ′−ZH,
H ∼= C2 and H′ ∼= C2 are non-conjugate non-central, Z = Z(G) ∼= C2
2 (Z/pZ)p
Θj = 〈y〉−〈xy
j〉−〈y, z〉+〈xyj , z〉, 16j6p,
G = 〈x, z〉⋊〈y〉, z ∈ Z(G)
3a
3b
Z if Q cyclic
Z/pZ else
(Q p-quasi-elementary)
Z if Q={1}
Z/pZ if Q 6={1}
(Q=P1 × P2)
Θ = Cpk−pQ−Cl⋊Cpk+pG if d=1, Q=Cpk+1
Θ = G−Q+α(Cn−Cl⋊Cn)+β(Cm−Cl⋊Cm)
if d = 1, Q = Cmn, αm+ βn = 1 (any such m,n > 1)
Θ = G−Q+
∑
U (U⋊NQU−(Cl)
d⋊NQU)
if d>1; sum over U⊂ (Cl)
d of index l up to G-conjugacy


G∼=(Cl)
d⋊Q
soluble
Θ = any relation of the form G+
∑
H 6=G
aHH
}
S 6∼= Cl
4a Z/pZ
Θ =
∑
U6C µ(|U |)(MU−M
′U), M,M ′6P of index p
with signatures (1, . . . , 1), (0, . . . , 0), respectively (c.f. Prop. 7.19)
4b (Z/pZ)p−2
Θi =
∑
U6CK µ(|U |)(H1U−HiU) for 1 < i < p,
Hj 6 P of index p, K  Hj and (Hj ∩K1)Φ(P )/Φ(P ) = Lj ,
Lj distinct lines in K1Φ(P )/Φ(P ) other than KΦ(P )/Φ(P ), 1 6 j < p
4c
(Z/pZ)d−1
d = # connected
components of Γ
Θi =
∑
U6CCzp
µ(|U |)(H1U−HiU), 2 6 i 6 d,
Hj any vertex in the jth connected component of Γ and C
z
p
∼= Cp 6 Z(K)
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1.2. Overview of the proof. Our analysis of finite groups follows a stan-
dard pattern
abelian — p-groups — quasi-elementary — soluble — all finite,
with a somewhat surprising twist that the difficulty of understanding prim-
itive relations seems to decrease from the middle to the sides.
It is classical that the only abelian groups that have primitive relations are
G = Cp × Cp. On the opposite side, Solomon’s induction theorem together
with the fact that imprimitive relations form an ideal in the Burnside ring
immediately allows us to deal with a large class of groups: if G has a proper
non-quasi-elementary quotient, then G has no primitive relations (Corollary
3.10 and Theorem 4.3(3)). Similarly, using Theorem 4.2, we get the same
conclusion whenG has non-cyclic quasi-elementary quotients for two distinct
primes p 6= q (Theorem 4.3), and deduce Theorem A in the non-soluble case.
This strategy was inspired by Deligne’s work on monomial relations.
The p-group case and the soluble case are somewhat more involved. Our
main tool for showing imprimitivity is the fact that in quasi-elementary
groups, a relation
∑
nHH with all H contained in a proper subgroup of G
is imprimitive (Proposition 3.7). This is surprisingly useful. For instance,
together with Bouc’s ‘moving lemma’ ([11] Lemma 6.15) it gives an alterna-
tive proof of the Tornehave-Bouc classification in the p-group case (see §5).
The classification of primitive relations in soluble groups that are not quasi-
elementary is also not hard (see §6).
The most subtle case is that of quasi-elementary groups (§7). Recall
that a quasi-elementary group is one of the form G = C ⋊ P with P a
p-group and C cyclic of order coprime to p. Assuming that such a G has a
primitive relation, we analyse the kernel of the action of P on C (§7.1) and
decompose all permutation representations of G explicitly into irreducible
characters (§7.2). We show that Prim(G) is generated by relations of the
form
Θ =
∑
U6C·Z(G)
µ(|U |)(UH1 − UH2),
where H1,H26G are of maximal size among those subgroups that intersect
C · Z(G) trivially, unless Z(G) is trivial, in which case H1,H2 are of index
p in P . This already settles Theorem B below, but the remaining issue of
primitivity of these generating relations is quite tricky. To show that Θ as
above is imprimitive, it is not enough to show that it is neither lifted from a
quotient nor induced from a subgroup, since Θ could be a sum of relations
each of which is either lifted or induced. It becomes necessary to explicitly
split the maximal size subgroups into classes in such a way that any relation
involving two subgroups from different classes has to be primitive. This
is the general spirit of sections 7.3 and 7.4, which complete the proof of
Theorem A.
sec:applics
1.3. Remarks and applications. Note that for non-soluble groups in The-
orem A(3a), Prim(G) is generated by any relation Θ =
∑
H nHH with
nG = ±1 (Theorem 4.3). An explicit construction of such a relation can be
found in [31, Theorem 2.16(i)]. We note also that the relations in Theorem
A for soluble groups are fairly canonical, see e.g. Remark 7.34.
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One of the reasons one is interested in Brauer relations comes from num-
ber theory. In fact, the motivation for the Langlands-Deligne classification of
monomial relations in soluble groups [26, 13] was to build a well-defined the-
ory of ǫ-factors of Galois representations starting with one-dimensional char-
acters; to do this, one needs to prove that the ǫ-factors of one-dimensional
characters cancel in all monomial relations of local Galois groups.
If F/Q is a Galois extension of number fields, arithmetic invariants of sub-
fieldsK ⊂ F may be viewed, via the Galois correspondenceK ↔ Gal(F/K),
as functions of subgroups of G = Gal(F/Q). Some functions, such as the dis-
criminant K 7→ ∆(K) extended to B(G)→ Q× by linearity, factor through
the representation ring RQ(G) and so cancel in all Brauer relations. On the
other hand, the class number h(K), the regulator R(K) or the number of
roots of unity w(K) are not ‘representation-theoretic’, and do not cancel in
general. However, their combination hR/w does, as it is the leading term of
the Dedekind ζ-function ζK(s) at s = 1, and ζ-functions are representation-
theoretic by Artin formalism for L-functions.
Thus, Brauer relations can provide non-trivial relationships between dif-
ferent arithmetic invariants, like the class numbers and the regulators of
various intermediate fields. This point of view proved to be very fruitful to
study class numbers and unit groups [10, 25, 34, 30], related Galois module
structures [9, 3] and Mordell-Weil groups and other arithmetic invariants
of elliptic curves and abelian varieties [16, 15, 2]. In a slightly different
direction, a verification of the vanishing in Brauer relations of conjectural
special values of L-functions can be regarded as strong evidence for the cor-
responding conjectures. This has been carried out in the case of the Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture in [16] and in the case of the Bloch-Kato
conjecture in [12].
One concrete number-theoretic application of Brauer relations is the the-
ory of ‘regulator constants’, used in the proof of the Selmer parity conjecture
for elliptic curves over Q [16], questions related to Selmer growth [15, 17, 2],
and also to analyse unit groups and higher K-groups of number fields [3, 6].
The regulator constant CΘ(Γ) ∈ Q× is an invariant attached to a Z[G]-
module Γ and a Brauer relation Θ in G. For applications to elliptic curves
the most important regulator constant is that of the trivial Z[G]-module
Γ = 1, as it controls the l-Selmer rank of the curve over the ground field.
For Θ =
∑
H nHH it is simply
CΘ(1) =
∏
H
|H|−nH .
To deduce something about the Selmer rank, one relies on Brauer relations
in which this invariant, or rather its l-part, is non-trivial. As an application
of Theorem A, in §9 we settle a question left unanswered in [16, 15, 17, 2],
namely which groups have such a Brauer relation. This is done in Theorem
9.1 and Corollary 9.2; for an example of number theoretic consequences of
this result, see [4].
For such applications one needs a collection of Brauer relations that span
K(G) and that are ‘as simple as possible’, but whether they are imprimitive
is less important. Theorem A describes the smallest list of groups such that
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all Brauer relations in all finite groups come1 from such subquotients. Let us
give an alternative version of the classification theorem with a much cleaner
set of generating relations, that avoids the fiddly combinatorial conditions of
Theorem A (especially 4a,4b,4c). It is a direct consequence of Theorem A.
thm:B Theorem B. All Brauer relations in soluble groups are generated by rela-
tions Θ from subquotients G of the following three types. In every case, G
is an extension 1 → C → G → Q → 1 with Q quasi-elementary and acting
faithfully on C.
(1) C = Cl, l a prime (so G = C ⋊Q), H 6 Q, and
Θ = [Q :H]G− [Q :H]Q+H − CH.
(2) C = (Cl)
d, with l a prime, d > 2, G = C ⋊Q, and
Θ = G−Q+
∑
U
(U ⋊NQU − (Cl)
d ⋊NQU),
the sum taken over representatives of G-conjugacy classes of sub-
groups U 6 (Cl)
d of index l.
(3) C is cyclic, Q is an abelian p-group, H1,H2 6 G intersect C trivially,
|H1| = |H2|, and
Θ =
∑
U6C
µ(|U |)(UH1 − UH2).
Conversely, all Θ ∈ B(G) of the listed type are Brauer relations, not neces-
sarily primitive. Finally, relations from subquotients of type (1), (3) and
(2 ′) C = Sd with d > 1 and S simple, G is not quasi-elementary, and
Θ = any relation of the form G+
∑
H 6=G
aHH
generate all Brauer relations in all finite groups.
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1We would like to propose to use the word indufted instead of a vague ‘come’ or a
cumbersome ‘induced and/or lifted’, but we were not brave enough to do this throughout
the paper
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1.4. Notation. Throughout the paper, G is a finite group; Z(G) stands
for the centre of G and Φ(G) for the Frattini subgroup; whenever Z(G) is a
cyclic p-group, we write Czp for the central subgroup of order p; we denote by
1 the trivial representation; restriction from G to H and induction from H
to G are denoted by ResGH ρ and Ind
G
H σ, respectively;
gH stands for gHg−1.
2. First properties
s:first
Relations can be induced from and restricted to subgroups, and lifted from
and projected to quotients as follows: let Θ =
∑
i niHi be a G-relation.
• Induction. If G′ is a group containing G, then, by transitivity of
induction, Θ can be induced to a G′-relation IndG
′
Θ =
∑
i niHi.
• Inflation. If G ∼= G˜/N , then each Hi corresponds to a subgroup H˜i
of G˜ containing N , and, inflating the permutation representations
from a quotient, we see that Θ˜ =
∑
i niH˜i is a G˜-relation.
• Restriction. If H is a subgroup of G, then by Mackey decomposi-
tion Θ can be restricted to an H-relation
ResH Θ =
∑
i
(
ni
∑
g∈Hi\G/H
H ∩ gHi
)
.
On the level of (virtual) G-sets this is simply the restriction of a
G-set to H.
• Projection (or deflation). If N ⊳ G, then NΘ =
∑
iNHi is a
G/N -relation.
Remark 2.1. Note that by definition of multiplication in the Burnside ring,
Θ ·H = IndG(ResH Θ) for any G-relation Θ and any subgroup H 6 G.
The number of isomorphism classes of irreducible rational representations
of a finite group G is equal to the number of conjugacy classes of cyclic
subgroups of G (see [29, §13.1, Cor. 1]). Since the cokernel of B(G) →
RQ(G) is finite (see [29, §13.1, Theorem 30]), the rank of the kernel K(G)
is the number of conjugacy classes of non-cyclic subgroups.
Explicitly, Artin’s induction theorem gives a relation for each non-cyclic
subgroup H of G,
|H| · 1 =
∑
C
nCC, nC ∈ Z,
the sum taken over the cyclic subgroups of H. These are clearly linearly
independent, and thus give a basis of K(G) ⊗Q.
Example 2.2. Cyclic groups have no non-zero relations.
exer:G20 Example 2.3. Let G = Cl⋊H, with l prime and H 6= {1} acting faithfully
on C (so H is cyclic of order dividing l − 1). Let H˜ be any subgroup of H,
set G˜ = Cl ⋊ H˜. Then,
H˜ − [H : H˜] ·H − G˜+ [H : H˜] ·G
is a relation. This can be checked by a direct computation, using the explicit
description of irreducible characters of G in Remark 6.3. (See e.g. Corollary
7.12.)
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ex:cpcp Example 2.4. Let G = Cp × Cp. All its proper subgroups are cyclic, so
K(G) has rank one. It is generated by Θ = 1 −
∑
C C + pG, with the sum
running over all subgroups of order p, as can be checked by an explicit de-
composition into irreducible characters, as above (or see [11] or Proposition
6.4 below).
3. Imprimitivity criteria
s:imprim
lem:deflations Lemma 3.1. Let G be a finite group, and Θ =
∑
i niHi a G-relation in
which each Hi contains some non-trivial normal subgroup Ni of G. Then Θ
is imprimitive.
Proof. Subtracting the projection onto N1, we get a relation
Θ−N1Θ =
∑
i,HiN1
ni(Hi −N1Hi),
which consists of subgroups each of which contains one of N2, . . . , Nk. Re-
peatedly replacing Θ by Θ−NjΘ we see that the remaining relation is zero,
so Θ is a sum of relations that are lifted from quotients. 
lem:noncycliccentre Lemma 3.2. Let G 6∼= Cp × Cp be a finite group with non-cyclic centre.
Then G has no primitive relations.
Proof. Let Z = Cp×Cp 6 Z(P ). For any H 6 G that intersects Z trivially,
HZ/H ∼= Cp × Cp. By lifting the relation of Example 2.4 to HZ and
then inducing to G, we can replace any occurrence of H in any G-relation
by groups that intersect Z non-trivially, using imprimitive relations. Each
such intersection is normal in G, so by Lemma 3.1 the resulting relation is
imprimitive as well. 
We will now develop criteria for a relation to be induced from a subgroup.
prop:biggroupinj Proposition 3.3. Let G be a finite group and D 6 G a subgroup for which
the natural map B(D)→ B(G) is injective. If Θ =
∑
i niHi is a G-relation
with Hi 6 D for all i, then Θ is induced from a D-relation.
Proof. First, we claim that the image of Ind : K(D)→ K(G) is a saturated
sublattice 2, i.e. that if Θ is induced from a D-relation and R is a G-relation
such that Θ = nR for some integer n, then R is induced from a D-relation
(and not just from an element of the Burnside ring of D, which is trivially
true). Indeed, it is enough to show that the image of the induction map
Ind : K(D) → B(G) is saturated. But it is a composition of the two
injections K(D) → B(D)
Ind
→ B(G) whose images are clearly saturated, and
so it has saturated image.
The image Y of Ind : K(D)→ K(G) is obviously contained in the space
X of G-relations
∑
i niHi for which Hi 6 D for all i. So we only need to
compare the ranks of the two spaces.
We have already remarked that the rank of K(G) is equal to the number
of conjugacy classes of non-cyclic subgroups of G. A basis for K(G) ⊗Q is
obtained by applying Artin’s induction theorem to a representative of each
conjugacy class of non-cyclic subgroups of G. Hence, it is immediate that
2that is, K(D) → K(G) has torsion-free cokernel
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a basis for X ⊗ Q is given by the subset of this set corresponding to those
conjugacy classes of non-cyclic subgroups that have a representative lying
in D. But all these relations are clearly contained in Y ⊗ Q, so X ⊗ Q ⊆
Y ⊗Q and we are done. 
prop:normalbig Proposition 3.4. Let G be a finite group, and N ⊳G a normal subgroup of
prime index that is either metabelian or supersolvable. If Θ =
∑
i niHi is a
G-relation with all Hi 6 N , then Θ is induced from an N -relation.
Remark 3.5. It is not true that
∑
i niHi is an N -relation, since the Hi are
representatives ofG-conjugacy classes of subgroups and they might represent
the “wrong” N -conjugacy classes. For example, if H1 and
gH1 are not
conjugate in N , then H1−
gH1 will not be an N -relation in general, while it
is the zero element in the Burnside ring of G and in particular a G-relation.
Proof. Write p for the index of N in G, and fix a generator T of the quotient
G/N ∼= Cp. Recall (see e.g. [1] §8) that for a Cp-module M ,
H1(Cp,M) =
1-cocycles
1-coboundaries
=
ker(1 + T + . . .+ T p−1)
Im(1− T )
.
Let Θ =
∑
i niHi be a G-relation with Hi 6 N for all i; we view it as
an element of the Burnside ring of N . Write Θ˜ =
∑
mρρ for its image in
the rational representation ring RQ(N), the sum taken over the irreducible
3
representations of N . Note that IndGN Θ˜ = 0, since Θ is a G-relation.
We need to show that we can add to Θ a linear combination of terms of
the form gH−H for H 6 N, g ∈ G such that the resulting element of B(N)
is an N -relation. In other words, we claim that Θ is a coboundary for the
action of G/N on M = B(N)/K(N); note that G acts naturally on B(N)
and K(N), with N acting trivially.
First, observe that the operator ResGN Ind
G
N on RQ(N) is, by definition of
induction, equal to 1 + T + . . . + T p−1. Since Θ is a G-relation, Θ˜ is killed
by IndGN , and therefore a fortiori by 1 + T + . . . + T
p−1. In other words Θ˜
is a 1-cocycle under the action of Cp on the submodule M of RQ(N).
It remains to prove that
H1(G/N,M) = 0.
Any irreducible representation of N is either fixed by G or has orbit of size
p. Thus, RQ(N) as a G/N -module is a direct sum of trivial modules Z and
of regular modules Z[Cp]. The module M , viewed as the image of B(N)
in RQ(N), is of finite index in RQ(N) by Artin’s induction theorem. Since
N is either metabelian or supersolvable, a theorem of Berz [8, 22] says that
M is spanned by elements of the form aφφ, as φ runs over the irreducible
representations of N , for suitable aφ ∈ N. Note that aφ = a(T φ), because
M 6 RQ(N) is a Cp-submodule. It follows that M is also a direct sum of
trivial and of regular Cp-modules. Now H
1(Cp,Z) = Hom(Cp,Z) = 0, and
also H1(Cp,Z[Cp]) = 0 since Z[Cp] ∼= HomCp(Z[Cp],Z) is co-induced. As
H1 is additive in direct sums, we get that H1(Cp,M) = 0, as claimed. 
3Throughout the proof the word ‘irreducible’ refers to a rational representation, irre-
ducible over Q.
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Definition 3.6. A group is called p-quasi-elementary if it has a normal
cyclic subgroup whose quotient is a p-group. It is called quasi-elementary if
it is p-quasi-elementary for some prime p.
prop:biggroup Proposition 3.7. Let G be a quasi-elementary group with a proper subgroup
D. If Θ =
∑
i niHi is a G-relation such that Hi 6 D for all i, then it is
induced from some proper subgroup of G, and is in particular imprimitive.
Proof. Write G = C⋊P , with P a p-group and C cyclic of order prime to p.
It suffices to prove the proposition for maximal subgroups D of G. Every
maximal subgroup of G is either conjugate to D = C⋊S with S ⊳P of index
p, or to D = U⋊P where U is a maximal subgroup of C. In the former case,
D⊳G is of prime index and is quasi-elementary and therefore supersolvable,
so the result follows from Proposition 3.4. Assume that we are in the latter
case. We will show that the map B(D)→ B(G) is injective, and the claim
will follow from Proposition 3.3.
In general, the kernel of the induction map B(D) → B(G) is generated
by elements of the form H − gH with H, gH 6 D. We therefore have to
verify that two such H, gH 6 D = U ⋊ P are necessarily D-conjugate.
As U ⊳ C is maximal, [C : U ] = l and G = ClkD for some prime l and
k > 1. Write g = cd, c ∈ Clk , d ∈ D, so
gH = cdH. Replacing H by dH
(which is still a subgroup of D), we may assume that g = c ∈ Clk . If the
order of c is less than lk, then c ∈ D, and we are done. So assume that
c has order lk. If H commutes with Clk , then H =
cH, and the claim is
trivial. Otherwise, there exists h ∈ H (without loss of generality of order
coprime to l) for which hch−1 = ci for some i 6≡ 1 (mod l). But then
chh−1 = chc−1h−1 = c1−i still has order lk, and therefore cannot lie in D,
contradicting the assumption that H, cH 6 D. 
cor:smallgpbiggp Corollary 3.8. Let G be a quasi-elementary group and let {1} 6= Nj ⊳ G,
Nj 6 D  G, j = 1, . . . , s. If Θ =
∑
i niHi is a G-relation with the
property that for each Hi either Nj 6 Hi for some j or Hi 6 D, then Θ is
imprimitive.
Proof. Set Θ0=Θ and define inductively Θj =Θj−1−NjΘj−1 for 16 j6 s.
Then Θs consists only of subgroups of D, so it is imprimitive by Proposi-
tion 3.7. Because the projections NjΘj−1 are lifted from G/Nj , they are
also imprimitive. 
lem:ideal Lemma 3.9. Let G be a finite group and R any G-relation, possibly 0. Then
the Z-span of all imprimitive relations and R is an ideal in the Burnside ring
of G.
Proof. IfH 6= G, thenH ·Θ = IndGResH Θ is imprimitive for any relation Θ.
If, on the other hand, H = G, then H ·Θ = Θ. 
cor:alaDeligne Corollary 3.10. Let G be a finite group and suppose that there exists an
imprimitive G-relation R in which G enters with coefficient 1. Then G has
no primitive relations.
Proof. Write R=G−
∑
HG nHH. ThenR·Θ = Θ−
∑
H nH Ind
GResH Θ for
any relation Θ. By Lemma 3.9, R·Θ is imprimitive, and
∑
H nH Ind
GResH Θ
is also a sum of imprimitive relations. 
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4. A characterisation in terms of quotients
The main result of this section, Theorem 4.3, gives a characterisation of
Prim(G) in terms of the existence of quasi-elementary quotients of G. First,
recall Solomon’s induction theorem and a statement complementary to it:
thm:Solomon Theorem 4.1 (Solomon’s induction theorem). Let G be a finite group. There
exists a Brauer relation of the form G−
∑
H nHH where the sum runs over
quasi-elementary subgroups of G and nH are integers.
Proof. See [32] Thm. 1 with K = Q or [23] Thm. 8.10. 
thm:Tims Theorem 4.2. Let G be a non-cyclic p-quasi-elementary group. Then there
exists a relation in which G enters with coefficient p. Moreover, in any G-
relation the coefficient of G is divisible by p.
Proof. See [14]. 
thm:notquasiel Theorem 4.3. Let G be a non-quasi-elementary group.
(1) Prim(G) ∼= Z if all proper quotients of G are cyclic.
(2) Prim(G) ∼= Z/pZ if all proper quotients of G are p-quasi-elementary
for the same prime p, and at least one of them is not cyclic.
(3) Prim(G) = 0 otherwise.
In cases (1) and (2), Prim(G) is generated by any relation in which G has
coefficient 1.
Proof. By Solomon’s induction theorem, G has a relation of the form R =
G −
∑
H 6=G nHH, and we claim that R generates Prim(G) in all cases. By
Lemma 3.9, the span I of the set of imprimitive relations and of R is an
ideal in B(G). To show that K(G) ⊂ I, let Θ be any relation. Then
Θ = R ·Θ+ (Θ−R ·Θ) and R ·Θ ∈ I. Also,
Θ−R ·Θ =
∑
H 6=G
nH(Θ ·H)
is imprimitive and therefore also in I. So Θ ∈ I, as claimed.
It remains to determine the smallest integer n > 0 such that G has an
imprimitive relation of the form Θ = nG−
∑
H 6=GmHH. Then Prim(G)
∼=
Z/nZ (and Z if there is no such n). Clearly G does not enter the relations
that are induced from proper subgroups, so such a Θ must be a linear
combination of relations lifted from proper quotients.
(1) If all proper quotients of G are cyclic, there are no such relations.
(2) If all proper quotients are p-quasi-elementary, then n is a multiple of
p by Theorem 4.2, and there is a relation with n = p by the same theorem
if one of these quotients is not cyclic.
(3) Otherwise, either
(a) some proper quotient G/N is not quasi-elementary, in which case we
apply Solomon’s induction to G/N and lift the resulting relation to
G; or
(b) G has two proper non-cyclic quotients G/N1, G/N2 which are p-
and q-quasi-elementary with p 6= q, in which case we take a linear
combination of the two lifted relations pG+ ... and qG+ ....
In both cases, there is an imprimitive relation with n=1, so Prim(G)=0. 
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cor:quasielquotients Corollary 4.4. If a finite group G has a primitive relation, then there is a
prime p such that every proper quotient of G is p-quasi-elementary.
Proof. If G itself is p-quasi-elementary, then so are all its quotients, and
there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, apply the theorem. 
cor:ses Corollary 4.5. Let G be a finite group that has a primitive relation. Then
G is an extension of the form
1→ Sd → G→ Q→ 1, d > 1ses (4.6)
with S a simple group and Q p-quasi-elementary. Moreover, if S is not cyclic
(equivalently if G is not soluble), then the canonical map Q → Out(Sd) is
injective and Sd has no proper non-trivial subgroups that are normal in G.
In this case, Prim(G) ∼= Z if Q is cyclic and Prim(G) ∼= Z/pZ otherwise.
Proof. By the existence of chief series for finite groups, any G 6= {1} is an
extension (4.6) of some group Q, with simple S. Because G has a primitive
relation, Q is quasi-elementary by Theorem 4.3.
Now suppose S is not cyclic, and consider the kernel K of the map G→
Aut(Sd) given by conjugation. The centre of Sd is trivial, so K ∩ Sd =
{1}. If K 6= {1}, then G/K is a proper non-quasi-elementary quotient,
contradicting Theorem 4.3. So G →֒ Aut(Sd) and, factoring out Sd ∼=
Inn(Sd), we get Q →֒ Out(Sd). In the same way, if N ⊳ G is a proper
subgroup of Sd, then G/N is not quasi-elementary, so again N = {1}.
Finally, the description of Prim(G) is given by Theorem 4.3. 
rem:nonsolu Remark 4.7. Conversely, suppose that G is an extension as in (4.6) with
p-quasi-elementary Q, non-cyclic S and Q →֒ Out(Sd). Suppose also that
Sd has no proper non-trivial subgroups that are normal in G. It follows
that every non-trivial normal subgroup of G contains Sd. So G is not quasi-
elementary but every proper quotient of it is p-quasi-elementary, and there-
fore G has a primitive relation. This proves Theorem A for all non-soluble
groups.
5. Primitive relations in p-groups
sec:pgroups
Definition 5.1. The normal p-rank of a finite group G is the maximum of
the ranks of the elementary abelian normal p-subgroups of G.
As in Bouc’s work [11], the groups of normal p-rank one will be of partic-
ular importance to us. We will repeatedly need the following classification:
prop:prankone Proposition 5.2 ([20], Ch. 5, Thm. 4.10). Let P be a p-group with normal
p-rank one. Then P is one of the following:
• the cyclic group Cpn=〈c|c
pn=1〉;
• the dihedral group D2n+1=〈c, x|c
2n=x2=1, xcx=c−1〉 with n > 3;
• the generalised quaternion group, Q2n+2=〈c, x|c
2n=x2, x−1cx=c−1〉
with n > 1;
• the semi-dihedral group SD2n+1 = 〈c, x|c
2n = x2 = 1, xcx = c2
n−1−1〉
with n > 3.
We now present an alternative proof of the Tornehave–Bouc theorem ([11],
Cor. 6.16). The ingredients are the results of §3 and a lemma of Bouc [11,
Lemma 6.15].
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thm:pgroups Theorem 5.3 (Tornehave–Bouc). All Brauer relations in p-groups are Z-
linear combinations of ones lifted from subquotients P of the following types:
item:cpcp (i) P ∼= Cp × Cp with the relation 1 −
∑
C C + p · P , the sum taken over
all subgroups of order p;
item:Heisenberg (ii) P is the Heisenberg group of order p3 (which is isomorphic to D8 when
p = 2), and the relation is I − IZ − J + JZ where Z = Z(P ) and I
and J are two non-conjugate non-central subgroups of order p;
item:dih (iii) P ∼= D2n , n ≥ 4, with the relation I − IZ − J + JZ, where Z = Z(P )
and I and J are two non-conjugate non-central subgroups of order 2.
Proof. Let P be a p-group that has a primitive relation. By Lemma 3.2,
either P = Cp × Cp or P has cyclic centre. The former is covered by
Example 2.4, so assume that we are in the latter case, and let Czp be the
unique central subgroup of order p.
First, suppose P has normal p-rank r > 2, with V = (Cp)
r ⊳ P . The
conjugation action of P on V is upper-triangular, as is any action of a p-
group on an Fp-vector space. So there are normal subgroups (Cp)j ⊳ G for
all j 6 r, and we denote by E one for j = 2. Note that Czp ⊂ E, since any
normal subgroup of a p-group meets its centre. By [11, Lemma 6.15], any
occurrence in a relation of a subgroup that does not contain Czp and is not
contained in the centraliser CP (E) of E in P can be replaced by subgroups
that either contain Czp or are contained in CP (E), using a relation from a
subquotient isomorphic to the Heisenberg group of order p3. The remaining
relation is then imprimitive by Corollary 3.8. So P has a primitive relation
if and only if it is the Heisenberg group of order p3.
Now suppose that r = 1, so P is as in 5.2. If P is cyclic or gener-
alised quaternion, then every non-trivial subgroup contains Czp , so P has no
primitive relations by Corollary 3.8. If P is semi-dihedral, then the only
conjugacy class of non-trivial subgroups of P that do not contain Cz2 is that
of non-central involutions, represented by 〈x〉, say. But x and Cz2 generate
a proper subgroup of P , so P again has no primitive relations by Corollary
3.8. Finally, if P is dihedral of order 2n, n ≥ 4, then there are two conjugacy
classes of non-trivial subgroups that do not contain Cz2 , represented, say, by
I and J . Using the relation in (iii) (cf. [11, page 25]) any occurrence of I in
a relation can be replaced by J and by subgroups that contain Cz2 . In the
resulting relation, every subgroup will either contain Cz2 or will be contained
in D = Cz2 ×J , which is a proper subgroup of P . So, applying Corollary 3.8
again, we see that the group of primitive relations of P is generated by the
relation of (iii) and the theorem is proved. 
6. Main reduction in soluble groups
sec:solvable
thm:mainred Theorem 6.1. Every finite soluble group that has a primitive relation is
either
(i) quasi-elementary, or
item:serre (ii) of the form (Cl)
d⋊Q, where l is a prime, Q is quasi-elementary and acts
faithfully and irreducibly on the Fl-vector space (Cl)d by conjugation, or
item:almostserre (iii) of the form (Cl⋊P1)×(Cl⋊P2), where l, p are primes, and Pi →֒ AutCl
are cyclic p-groups.
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Proof. Since G is soluble and has a primitive relation, by Corollary 4.5 it is
an extension of the form
sess (6.2) 1→ (Cl)
d → G→ Q→ 1, d > 1,
with Q quasi-elementary. We may assume d > 1 (otherwise we are in (i))
and Q 6= {1} (otherwise G ∼= Cl × Cl, e.g. by Theorem 5.3, and we are
in (iii)). Consider the various possibilities for the structure of Q and its
action on W = (Cl)
d by conjugation.
(A) Suppose that l does not divide |Q|. The sequence (6.2) then splits by
the Schur–Zassenhaus theorem, so G =W ⋊Q. The kernel of the action of
Q on W is then a normal subgroup N ⊳G.
Case 1: N 6= {1} and Q is cyclic. By Corollary 4.4, G/N is quasi-
elementary. If it is p-quasi-elementary for some p 6= l, then its l-part must
be cyclic, so d = 1. Moreover, since Q/N acts faithfully on Cl, it must be a
p-group. So, writing Q = Qp×Qp′, where Qp is the Sylow p-subgroup of Q,
we deduce that N contains Qp′ , which is cyclic of order coprime to l, and
so G = (Cl × Qp′) ⋊ Qp is quasi-elementary (case (i)). If G/N is l-quasi-
elementary, then l ∤ |Q| implies that Q/N⊳G/N , so G/N = (Q/N)×W . But
N is the whole kernel of the action of Q on W , so Q/N must be trivial. In
this case Q = N is normal in G, and G = Q×W is again quasi-elementary.
Case 2: N 6= {1} and Q is not cyclic. Write Q = C ⋊ P with C
cyclic of order coprime to lp and P a p-group. This time, we know that
G/N is p-quasi-elementary by Corollary 4.4. Since p 6= l, we have d = 1.
Also, because G/N is p-quasi-elementary and the action of Q/N on Cl is
faithful, Q/N must be a p-group. So N contains C, and G = (Cl × C)⋊ P
is p-quasi-elementary.
Case 3: N = {1} and Q acts reducibly. Since l ∤ |Q|, the Fl-
representation W of Q is completely reducible. Say W =
⊕n
i=1 Vi with
irreducible Vi; so Vi ⊳ G.
Let p be a prime divisor of |Q|. A Sylow p-subgroup of Q acts faithfully
on W , so it acts non-trivially on one of the Vi, say on V1. Because U =
G/(V2⊕· · ·⊕Vn) ∼= V1⋊Q is quasi-elementary by Corollary 4.4, and because
its p-Sylow is not normal in it, U must be p-quasi-elementary (and not
cyclic). However, Corollary 4.4 asserts that all proper non-cyclic quotients
of G are quasi-elementary with respect to the same prime, so |Q| cannot
have more than one prime divisor. In other words, Q is a p-group.
Now, both G/V1 and G/V2 must be p-quasi-elementary, so their l-parts
are cyclic. This is only possible if n = 2 and dimV1 = dimV2 = 1. So
W = Cl × Cl, and
Q →֒ (AutCl)× (AutCl) ∼= F
×
l × F
×
l
is an abelian p-group. This is case (iii) of the theorem.
Case 4: N = {1} and Q acts irreducibly. This is case (ii).
(B) Suppose that l divides |Q|.
Case 5: Q is l′-quasi-elementary for l′ 6= l. Let L¯ be a Sylow l-
subgroup of Q. Since l′ 6= l, L¯ is cyclic and normal in Q, and we write L⊳G
for its inverse image in G. So G is an extension of Q˜ = Q/L¯ by L. By the
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem it is a split extension, and we may view Q˜ as a
subgroup of G and consider its conjugation action on L.
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If the Frattini subgroup Φ(L) is trivial, then L ∼= (Cl)
m for some m and
we are back in case (A) of the proof. So suppose that Φ(L) 6= {1}. Then
G/Φ(L) is quasi-elementary by Corollary 4.4.
Assume first that G/Φ(L) is p-quasi-elementary for p 6= l. Then L/Φ(L)
must be cyclic, hence L is cyclic (by a standard property of l-groups).
Moreover, Q˜ = R ⋊ P with R cyclic and P a p-group, and G/Φ(L) =
(L/Φ(L) × R) ⋊ P . Now R acts trivially on L/Φ(L) and has order prime
to l, so R acts trivially on L by the classical theorem of Burnside that the
kernel of Aut(L) → Aut(L/Φ(L)) is an l-group ([20] Ch. 5, Thm. 1.4). It
follows that G = (L×R)⋊P and L×R is cyclic, so G is p-quasi-elementary.
Assume that G/Φ(L) is l-quasi-elementary. Then Q˜ must be cyclic and
normal in G/Φ(L), and therefore G/Φ(L) = L/Φ(L) × Q˜. Again Q˜ acts
trivially on L/Φ(L), hence on L by Burnside’s theorem. It follows that
G = L× Q˜ is l-quasi-elementary.
Case 6: Q is non-cyclic l-quasi-elementary. Now Q = C ⋊ P with
C cyclic of order prime to l, and P an l-group, both non-trivial. By Schur-
Zassenhaus we may view C as a subgroup of G. We may also assume that
C acts non-trivially on W , for otherwise C ×W is a normal subgroup of G
in which C is characteristic, so C ⊳ G and G is quasi-elementary.
Since |C| and |W | are coprime, W is completely reducible as a representa-
tion of C over Fl. Therefore, the invariant subspace WC has a (non-trivial)
complement on which C acts faithfully. SinceWC is a P -representation, it is
a normal subgroup of G. If it is non-zero, then G/WC is l-quasi-elementary
by Corollary 4.4, so the image of C is normal in it. But so is the image of
W , so the two commute, contradicting the faithfullness of the action of C
on W/WC . In other words, WC = 0.
Now the inflation-restriction sequence for C ⊳ Q acting on W reads
H2(Q/C,WC) −→ H2(Q,W ) −→ H2(C,W ).
The first group is zero as WC = 0, and the last one is zero as it is killed by
|C| and by |W |, which are coprime. So the middle group, which classifies
extensions of Q by W up to splitting, is zero, in other words G =W ⋊Q is
a split extension.
Next, we show that W is irreducible as a representation of Q. If not,
let 0 ( V ( W be a subrepresentation. Since G/V is l-quasi-elementary
(Corollary 4.4 again), C must act trivially on W/V . But, using complete
reducibility again, this contradicts the fact WC = 0.
Finally, consider the kernel N of the action of Q on W . As G is a split
extension, N may be viewed as a (normal) subgroup of G. If N is non-trivial,
G/N is l-quasi-elementary, and so CN/N ⊳ G/N , which implies CN ⊳ G.
Moreover, the commutators [C,W ] lie both in W and CN , hence in W ∩
CN = {1}. Therefore, W centralises C, so C is normal in G, and it follows
that G is l-quasi-elementary. If, on the other hand, N is trivial, then we are
in case (ii). 
rmrk:charSemiDir Remark 6.3. Before continuing, we recall from [29, §8.2] the classification
of irreducible characters of semi-direct products by abelian groups. Let
G = A⋊H with A abelian. The group H acts on 1-dimensional characters
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of A via
h(χ)(a) = χ(hah−1), h ∈ H, a ∈ A, χ : A→ C×.
Let X be a set of representatives of H-orbits of these characters. For χ ∈ X
writeHχ for its stabiliser inH. Then χ can be extended to a one-dimensional
character of its stabiliser Sχ = A ⋊Hχ in G by defining it to be trivial on
Hχ. Let ρ be an irreducible character of Hχ ∼= Sχ/A and lift it to Sχ. Then
IndGSχ(χ ⊗ ρ) is an irreducible character of G and all irreducible characters
of G arise uniquely in this way, for varying χ ∈ X and ρ.
prop:SerreGroups Proposition 6.4. Let G =W ⋊H with W ∼= (Cl)d for d > 2, and H acting
faithfully on W . Let U be a set of representatives of the G-conjugacy classes
of hyperplanes U ⊂W , and write HU = NH(U) for U ∈ U . Then
Θ = G−H +
∑
U∈U
(HUU −HUW )
is a G-relation.
Proof. We retain the notation of Remark 6.3 for the irreducible characters
of G. Choose the set X of representatives for the H-orbits of 1-dimensional
characters of W in such a way that kerχ ∈ U for 1 6= χ ∈ X.
To prove that Θ is a relation, it suffices to show that
C[G/H]⊖ 1 =
⊕
χ∈X,χ6=1
IndGSχ(χ⊗ 1Hχ),
C[G/HUU ]⊖ C[G/HUW ] =
⊕
χ∈X,kerχ=U
IndGSχ(χ⊗ 1Hχ) for U ∈ U .
To do this, first compute the decomposition of C[G/T ] into irreducible char-
acters for an arbitrary T <G. The multiplicity mTχ,ρ of Ind
G
Sχ(χ ⊗ ρ) in
C[G/T ] is
mTχ,ρ = 〈Ind
G
Sχ(χ⊗ρ), Ind
G 1T 〉G = 〈ResT Ind
G
Sχ(χ⊗ρ),1〉T
=
∑
x∈Sχ\G/T
〈Ind
xT Res
Sχ
Sχ∩xT
(χ⊗ρ),1〉xT
=
∑
x∈Sχ\G/T
〈ResSχ∩xT (χ⊗ρ),1〉Sχ∩xT .
Next, take T = H. Since W ⊆ Sχ for each χ ∈ X, there is a unique double
coset in Sχ\G/H, the trivial one. So
mHχ,ρ = 〈Res
Sχ
Hχ
(χ⊗ ρ),1Hχ〉Hχ = 〈ρ,1Hχ〉Hχ =
{
1, ρ = 1
0, ρ 6= 1,
as claimed. Finally, for U ∈ U we compare m
HUU
χ,ρ and m
HUW
χ,ρ .
If χ = 1 and ρ is an irreducible representation of G/W lifted to G, then
m
HUU
χ,ρ = 〈Ind
G 1HUU , ρ〉G = 〈1,ResHUU ρ〉HUU
= 〈1,ResHU ρ〉HU = 〈Ind
G 1HUW , ρ〉G = m
HUW
χ,ρ .
For χ 6= 1,
m
HUU
χ,ρ =
∑
x∈Sχ\G/HUU
〈
ResSχ∩x(HUU)(χ⊗ ρ),1
〉
Sχ∩x(HUU)
.
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If kerχ 6= U , or if kerχ = U but x represents a non-trivial double coset,
then the corresponding summand is 0, since Sχ ∩
x(HUU) contains
xU , a
hyperplane of W distinct from kerχ, and the restriction to this hyperplane
is a sum of several copies of one non-trivial character. The same is true
for HUW . If, on the other hand, kerχ = U , then Hχ 6 HU , so that
Sχ ∩HUU = HχU . Therefore
m
HUU
χ,ρ =
{
1, ρ = 1
0, ρ 6= 1
and m
HUW
χ,ρ = 0.

prop:G20 Proposition 6.5. Let G = Cl ⋊ H, with l prime and H 6= {1} acting
faithfully on Cl. Then Prim(G) ∼= Z. If H ∼= Cpk is of prime-power order,
then Prim(G) is generated by
Cpk−1 − pH − Cl ⋊ Cpk−1 + pG.
If H ∼= Cmn with coprime m,n > 1, then Prim(G) is generated by
G−H + α(Cn − Cl ⋊ Cn) + β(Cm − Cl ⋊Cm),
where αm+ βn = 1.
Proof. The existence of the two relations follows immediately from Example
2.3, applied to H˜ = Cm <H and H˜ = Cn <H. If H has composite order, the
result follows from Theorem 4.3, case (1). If H ∼= Cpk , then G is p-quasi-
elementary, so the coefficient ofG in any relation is divisible by p by Theorem
4.2. Clearly, no relation in which G enters with non-zero coefficient can be
induced from a subgroup. But also, no such relation can be lifted from a
proper quotient, since all proper quotients of G are cyclic and therefore have
no non-trivial relations. 
Corollary 6.6. Theorem A holds for all finite non-quasi-elementary groups.
Proof. The theorem is already proved for non-soluble groups (Remark 4.7),
so suppose G is soluble but not quasi-elementary. Then, if G has a primitive
relation, it falls under (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 6.1. This gives one direction.
Conversely, suppose G is of one of these two types, in particular G ∼=
(Cl)
d⋊Q, with Q quasi-elementary and acting faithfully on (Cl)d by conju-
gation. It is easy to see that every proper quotient of G is quasi-elementary.
So Theorem 4.3 combined with Proposition 6.4 for d > 2 and Proposition
6.5 for d = 1 give the asserted description of Prim(G). 
7. Quasi-elementary groups
sec:qegen
In this section, we determine the structure and the representatives of
Prim(G) for quasi-elementary groups that are not p-groups. This is case (4)
of Theorem A, and it is by far the most difficult one.
Notation 7.1. For the rest of the section we fix
P a non-trivial p-group,
C a non-trivial cyclic group of order coprime to p,
G = C ⋊ P a quasi-elementary group with normal subgroup C
and a fixed complementary subgroup P 6 G,
K ⊳ P the kernel of the conjugation action of P on C.
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We begin by showing that the presence of primitive relations forces tight
restrictions on the structure of K. We then write down generators for
Prim(G) and give necessary and sufficient group-theoretic criteria for these
relations to be primitive.
sec:kernel
7.1. The kernel of the conjugation action.
lem:StructOfP Lemma 7.2. If P has normal p-rank one or is isomorphic to D8, and K 6=
{1}, then G has no primitive relations.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, P is either cyclic, generalised quaternion, semi-
dihedral, or dihedral. We will consider these cases separately. We may
assume that P 6∼= Cp, for otherwise K = P and G = P × C is cyclic. In the
remaining cases, we use the notation of Proposition 5.2 for the generators
c, x of P . Denote by Czp the unique central subgroup of P of order p. Note
that K contains Czp , since any normal subgroup of a p-group intersects its
centre non-trivially.
If P is cyclic or generalised quaternion, then every non-trivial subgroup of
P contains Czp . So every subgroup of G either contains C
z
p , or contains a non-
trivial subgroup of C, or is contained in D = Czp ×C ⊳G. By Corollary 3.8,
G has no primitive relations.
If P is semi-dihedral, then there is only one conjugacy class of subgroups
of P that do not contain Cz2 , represented by 〈x〉. Now, up to conjugation,
every subgroup of G either contains Cz2 or a non-trivial subgroup of C, or is
contained in D = C ⋊ (Cz2 × 〈x〉) ⊳ G. By Corollary 3.8, we are done.
If P is dihedral, then there are two conjugacy classes of non-trivial sub-
groups of P that intersect 〈c〉 trivially, I and J , say. They are each generated
by a non-central involution. There is a P -relation (cf. Theorem 5.3)
I − J − ICz2 + JC
z
2 .
Thus, any occurrence of I in any relation can be replaced by groups that
either contain Cz2 or are contained in JC
z
2 , using a relation that is induced
from P , which is a proper subgroup of G. Similarly, any occurrence of
C˜ ⋊ I for C˜ 6 C can be replaced by subgroups that either contain Cz2
or are contained in C ⋊ JCz2 using a relation from a proper subquotient.
In summary, by adding imprimitive relations to any given G-relation, all
subgroups can be arranged to either contain Cz2 or be contained in C⋊JC
z
2
and we are again done by Corollary 3.8. 
lem:normalnoncentral Lemma 7.3. Suppose P has a non-central normal subgroup E ∼= Cp × Cp
that intersects K non-trivially. Then G has no primitive relations.
Proof. Since E ⊳ P , the intersection U = E ∩ Z(P ) is non-trivial. By as-
sumption, U is not the whole of E, so Cp ∼= U ⊳ P , and the action of P on
E by conjugation factors through a group
(
1
0
∗
1
)
of order p. In particular, no
other Cp <E except for U is normal in P , so every normal subgroup of P
that meets E non-trivially must contain U ; hence U ⊂ K. So U commutes
both with C and with P , in particular U ⊳ G.
The centraliser CP (E) of E in P has index p in P . By [11, Lemma 6.15],
if H is any subgroup of P that does not contain U and is not contained in
CP (E), then any occurrence of H in a relation can be replaced by subgroups
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that either contain U 6 Z(G) or are contained in CP (E) using a relation
induced from P , which is a proper subgroup of G. Similarly, any group of
the form C˜ ⋊H for C˜ 6 C and H as above can be replaced by subgroups
that either contain U or are contained in D = C ⋊ CP (E) using a relation
from the quotient G/C˜. By Corollary 3.8, G has no primitive relations. 
cor:ZP Corollary 7.4. If K 6= {1} and P has cyclic centre, then G has no primitive
relations.
Proof. If P has normal p-rank one, we are done by Lemma 7.2. Otherwise
P has a normal subgroup E ∼= Cp × Cp (cf. proof of 5.3). Since Z(P ) is
cyclic, E is not central. Also, both E and K intersect Z(P ) non-trivially,
so they both contain the unique Cp 6 Z(P ), and thus G has no primitive
relations by Lemma 7.3. 
lem:herzog Lemma 7.5. Let T be any p-group. Then either T = {1} or T ∼= D8 or T
has normal p-rank one or the number of normal subgroups of T isomorphic
to Cp × Cp is congruent to 1 modulo p.
Proof. By a Theorem of Herzog [21, Theorem 3], the number α of elements
in T of order p is congruent to −1 modulo p2 if and only if T 6∼= D8 and has
normal p-rank greater than one. We consider two cases:
Case 1: Z(T ) is cyclic. Since every normal subgroup of T intersects the
centre non-trivially and since there is a unique subgroup 〈z〉 of order p in
the centre, any normal Cp×Cp is generated by z and a non-central element
a of order p. For an arbitrary non-central element a of order p, 〈a, z〉 need
not be normal, but the size of its orbit under conjugation is a power of p. So
the number of normal such Cp×Cp is congruent modulo p to the number of
all Cp × Cp that intersect the centre non-trivially. Finally, p
2 − p different
non-central elements define the same subgroup, so the number β of normal
subgroups isomorphic to Cp × Cp is congruent to (α − (p − 1))/(p
2 − p)
modulo p. Thus,
T 6∼= D8 and ∃ Cp × Cp ⊳ T ⇔ α ≡ −1 (mod p
2)
⇔ α− p+ 1 ≡ −p (mod p2)
⇔ β = α−(p−1)p2−p ≡ 1 (mod p),
as required.
Case 2: Z(T ) is not cyclic. Then a normal subgroup of T isomorphic to
Cp×Cp is either contained in Z(T ) or intersects it in a line. Let Z(T ) have
normal p-rank r > 2. Any Cp × Cp 6 Z(T ) is generated by two linearly
independent elements of order p and there are (pr − 1)(pr − p)/2 unordered
pairs of such elements. Each Cp × Cp contains (p
2 − 1)(p2 − p)/2 pairs and
so there are
(pr − 1)(pr − p)
(p2 − 1)(p2 − p)
=
(pr − 1)(pr−1 − 1)
(p2 − 1)(p − 1)
≡ 1 (mod p)
distinct subgroups of Z(T ) that are isomorphic to Cp ×Cp. Since there are
pr − 1 ≡ −1 (mod p2) elements in Z(T ) of order p, we have by Herzog’s
theorem that
T 6∼= D8 and ∃ Cp × Cp ⊳ T ⇔ #{g ∈ T\Z(T )| g
p = 1} ≡ 0 (mod p2).
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For any given line in Z(T ), the number of Cp×Cp 6 T intersecting Z(T ) in
that line is therefore divisible by p by the same counting as in case 1, and so
the number of normal Cp×Cp in T that intersect Z(T ) in a line is divisible
by p, as required. 
prop:kernelprank1 Proposition 7.6. Suppose that G has a primitive relation. Then either
K = {1} or K ∼= D8 or K has normal p-rank one. In particular, K has
cyclic centre.
Proof. If K is not of these three types, then by Lemma 7.5, the set of
normal Cp × Cp in K has cardinality coprime to p. The p-group P acts on
this set by conjugation, so there is a fixed point. In other words, there is
N = Cp × Cp ⊳ K that is fixed under conjugation by P , so N ⊳ P . Now,
either N is in the centre of P , in which case it is also in the centre of G
(since K commutes with C by definition), and G has no primitive relations
by Lemma 3.2; or N is a normal non-central subgroup of P that intersects
K non-trivially, and then G has no primitive relations by Lemma 7.3. 
lemcl2 Lemma 7.7. If Cl2 6 C for some prime l, then Prim(G) = 0.
Proof. Write C = Cln × C˜ with C˜ cyclic of order prime to l. There is a
unique Cl ⊳ C, and any subgroup of G that does not contain it is contained
in C˜ ⋊ P and, a fortiori, in D = (Cl × C˜) ⋊ P  G. Since Cl ⊳ G, we are
done by Corollary 3.8. 
not:quasielem Assumption 7.8. In view of 7.6 and 7.7, from now we assume:
(1) G = C ⋊ P , with P a p-group, and C = Cl1 × . . .×Clt cyclic with t
distinct primes lj 6= p.
(2) K = ker(P → AutC) is either trivial, or isomorphic to D8 or has
normal p-rank one.
not:CK Notation 7.9. The following notation will be used in the rest of the sec-
tion. Here, N is any normal subgroup of G, and j is an index, 1 6 j 6 t.
Czp the unique central subgroup of K (and of G) of order p,
when K is non-trivial.
CK either K if K is cyclic, or a cyclic index 2 subgroup of K that
is normal in G otherwise4.
C¯K CCK ; this is the largest normal cyclic subgroup of G.
HN a set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G
that intersect N trivially.
HcN the set of subgroups of G that intersect N non-trivially.
Hc short for Hc
C¯K
.
H short for HC¯K ; we take H to consist of subgroups of P .
Hm the set of elements of H of maximal size.
Cj Cl1 × . . .× Ĉlj × . . .× Clt , the l
′
j-Hall subgroup of C.
Kj ker(P → Aut(C
j)) =
⋂
i 6=j ker(P → AutCli).
Thus K 6 Kj and Kj/K is cyclic, as it injects into AutClj .
K˜j Kj ∩ ker(P → AutCK).
4 If K 6∼= Q8 is non-trivial, then it contains a unique cyclic subgroup of index p, which is
normal in G. In Q8, there are three cyclic subgroups of index 2 and the 2-group P acts
on them by conjugation, so this action has a fixed point, which is also normal in G.
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For elements Θ1 =
∑
H nHH and Θ2 =
∑
H mHH of the Burnside ring
of G, write
Θ1 ≡ Θ2 (mod H
c
N )
if nH = mH for all H ∈ HN .
Note that Czp , CK , C¯K , C
j, Kj are all normal (even characteristic) in G,
and C¯K is the largest normal cyclic subgroup of G. The quotient P¯ =
G/C¯K acts faithfully on C¯K by conjugation (as seen from the presentation
of generalised quaternion, semi-dihedral and dihedral groups in Proposition
5.2), and is therefore abelian. In particular, G is an extension
1→ C¯K → G→ P¯ → 1,
of an abelian p-group by a cyclic group. Also, all H ∈ H are abelian, as
they inject into G/C¯K ∼= P¯ . Finally, CK 6 K˜j , and the quotient K˜j/CK →֒
AutClj is cyclic and acts trivially on CK by conjugation. It follows that
every K˜j is abelian.
Any relation in which every term contains a non-trivial subgroup of C¯K
is imprimitive by Lemma 3.1. So, to find generators of Prim(G), we will
from now on focus our attention on relations that contain subgroups of P
not containing Czp , or, equivalently, subgroups H ∈ H.
sec:somerels
7.2. Some Brauer relations. In this subsection, we define several rela-
tions, which will later be shown to generate Prim(G).
lem:faithfulchar Lemma 7.10. Let H ∈ H and let φ be a faithful irreducible character of
C¯K . Then Ind
G
C¯K
φ is irreducible, and any irreducible character of G whose
restriction to C¯K is faithful is of this form. Moreover,
〈IndGH 1, Ind
G
C¯K
φ〉 =
|P¯ |
|H|
.
Proof. Since P¯ = G/C¯K acts faithfully on C¯K , it also acts faithfully on the
faithful characters of C¯K . By Mackey’s formula,
〈IndGC¯K φ, Ind
G
C¯K
φ〉 = 〈φ,ResGC¯K Ind
G
C¯K
φ〉 =
∑
g∈C¯K\G/C¯K
〈φ,g φ〉 = 1,
i.e. IndGC¯K φ is irreducible. Moreover, if χ is any irreducible character of G
whose restriction to C¯K is faithful, then by Clifford theory, all irreducible
summands of ResGC¯K χ lie in one orbit under the action of G. Since any
normal subgroup of C¯K is characteristic, all G-conjugate irreducible char-
acters of C¯K have the same kernel, so all irreducible summands of Res
G
C¯K
χ
are faithful. Thus, if φ is one of them, then χ = IndGC¯K φ by Frobenius
reciprocity and by the first part of the lemma.
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The rest of the lemma now follows by Mackey’s formula:
〈IndGH 1, Ind
G
C¯K
φ〉 = 〈1,ResH Ind
G
C¯K
φ〉
= 〈1,
∑
x∈H\G/C¯K
IndHxC¯K∩H ResxC¯K∩H
xφ〉
=
∑
x∈H\G/C¯K
〈1, IndH{1}Res{1}
xφ〉
=
∑
x∈H\G/C¯K
〈1, IndH{1} 1〉 = |H\G/C¯K | =
|P¯ |
|H|
.

lem:Clifford Lemma 7.11. Let G be any finite group, N ⊳ G a normal subgroup, and
Θ0 =
∑
H∈HN
nHH ∈ B(G). For an element Λ of B(G) write Λ˜ ∈ RQ(G)
for the associated virtual representation.
item:Clifford (1) For any irreducible character φ of G,
〈IndGN 1, φ〉 =
{
dimφ, N 6 ker φ
0, otherwise
.
item:HvsHN (2) If φ is an irreducible character of G satisfying N 6 ker φ, then for
every subgroup H 6 G,
〈IndGH 1, φ〉 = 〈Ind
G
HN 1, φ〉.
In particular, 〈φ, Λ˜− N˜Λ〉 = 0 for every Λ ∈ B(G).
item:deflations (3) Let N1, . . . , Nr be a collection of normal subgroups of G, and set
Θi = Θi−1−NiΘi−1 for i = 1, . . . , r. If φ is an irreducible character
of G whose kernel contains some Ni, then 〈Θ˜r, φ〉 = 0.
item:Ncyclic (4) Suppose that N is cyclic. If Θ is a relation and Θ ≡ Θ0 (mod H
c
N ),
then 〈Θ˜0, φ〉 = 0 for every irreducible character φ of G whose re-
striction to N is faithful.
item:Thetar (5) Suppose that N is cyclic. Let N1, . . . , Nr and Θ1, . . . ,Θr be as in part
(3), and assume in addition that all Ni are contained in N , and that
any normal subgroup of G that intersects N non-trivially contains
some Ni. Then 〈Θ˜r, φ〉 = 〈Θ˜0, φ〉 for every irreducible character φ
of G that is faithful on N . In particular, Θr is a relation if and only
if 〈Θ˜0, φ〉 = 0 for every such character.
Proof. We implicitly rely on Frobenius reciprocity throughout the proof.
(1) By Clifford theory, ResGN φ is a sum of irreducible characters of N
that all lie in one G-orbit. The claim follows form the fact that the
trivial character is a G-orbit in itself.
(2) The assumptions imply that the H-invariants of the underlying vec-
tor space of φ is the same as the HN -invariants, since the entire
vector space is N -invariant.
(3) The operators Λ 7→ Λ −NiΛ on B(G) commute pairwise. So Θr is
of the form Θ−NiΘ for some Θ ∈ B(G), and the claim follows from
part (2).
(4) Let φ be faithful on N , and let U ∈ HcN . Since N is normal in G and
cyclic, U∩N 6= {1} is normal in G, so by part (1), 〈IndGU∩N 1, φ〉 = 0.
Also, IndGU 1 is a direct summand of Ind
G
U∩N 1, so 〈Ind
G
U 1, φ〉 = 0.
It follows that 〈Θ˜0, φ〉 = 〈Θ˜, φ〉 = 0.
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(5) Suppose φ is faithful on N , and hence on each Ni. Then for any
H ≤ G, IndGHNi 1 is a direct summand of Ind
G
Ni 1, and 〈Ind
G
Ni 1, φ〉 =
0 by part (1). We deduce that 〈IndGHNi 1, φ〉 = 0, and therefore
〈Θ˜r, φ〉 = 〈Θ˜0, φ〉, as claimed. For the last claim, if φ is not faithful
on N then by assumption, ker φ contains some Ni, and the assertion
follows from part (3).

cor:relmodC Corollary 7.12. Let Hi ∈ H and Θ0 =
∑
niHi ∈ B(G). For 1 6 j 6 t
set Θj = Θj−1 − CljΘj−1, and set Θt+1 = Θt if K is trivial and Θt+1 =
Θt − C
z
pΘt otherwise. In other words,
Θt+1 =
∑
i
ni
∑
U6C¯K
µ(|U |)HiU,
where µ denotes the Moebius function, and U runs over all subgroups of C¯K .
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Θt+1 is a relation.item:thetat
(2)
∑ ni
|Hi|
= 0.
item:nis
(3) There exists a relation Θ such that Θ ≡ Θ0 (mod H
c).item:theta
Proof. For an element Λ of B(G), denote its image in RQ(G) by Λ˜.
By Lemma 7.11 (5), part (1) is equivalent to the statement that 〈Θ˜t+1, φ〉 =
0 for all irreducible characters φ of G that are faithful on C¯K . So the equiv-
alence with (2) follows from Lemma 7.10.
The equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from Lemma 7.11 (4) and (5):
indeed, if there exists a relation Θ ≡ Θ0 (mod H
c), then by Lemma 7.11
(4), 〈Θ˜0, φ〉 = 0 for all irreducible characters φ of G whose restriction to C¯K
is faithful. But then Lemma 7.11 (5) implies that Θt+1 is a relation. 
cor:relmodC2 Corollary 7.13. Let H1,H2 ∈ H.
(1) If |H1| = |H2|, then there is a relation Θ ≡ H1 −H2 (mod H
c).
(2) If |H2| = p|H1|, then there is a relation Θ ≡ H1 − pH2 (mod H
c).
thm:sameInters Theorem 7.14. Fix an index 1 6 j 6 t. For subgroups H1,H2 ∈ H of the
same size, the following are equivalent:
(1) There exists a relation Θ ≡ H1−H2 (mod H
c) that is induced from
Cj ⋊ P .
(2) The element ∑
U6C¯K
Clj
6 U
µ(|U |)(H1U −H2U)
of B(G) is a relation.
(3) ResP
K˜j
(H1 −H2 − C
z
pH1 + C
z
pH2) is a relation.
(4) There exists an element g ∈ P such that the intersections H1 ∩ K˜j
and gH2 ∩ K˜j are contained in one another, and
[NP (H1 ∩ K˜j) : H1K˜j ] = [NP (H2 ∩ K˜j) : H2K˜j ].
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Proof. By Lemma 7.11 (applied to G = CjP,N = CjCK ,Λ = H1−H2), the
statements (1) and (2) are equivalent, and both equivalent to the condition
that
〈IndGH1 1, χ〉 = 〈Ind
G
H2 1, χ〉
for all irreducible characters χ of G whose restriction to CjCK , equivalently
to CjCzp , is faithful. By Lemma 7.10, this is automatically satisfied for those
χ whose restriction to C¯K is faithful. Let χ be an irreducible character of
G whose restriction to C¯K has kernel Clj . Then by [23, Theorem 6.11],
χ = IndG
CK˜j
ρ
for some ρ; here CK˜j is the stabiliser of a constituent of ResC¯K χ. Moreover,
ResK˜j ρ is irreducible, faithful on C
z
p , and any irreducible character of K˜j
that is faithful on Czp is of the form ResK˜j ρ for some such ρ. For H = H1
or H2, we have
〈χ, IndGH 1〉 = 〈Ind
G
C⋊K˜j
ρ, IndGH 1〉 =
∑
CK˜j\G/H
〈ρ, Ind
CK˜j
CK˜j∩gH
1〉
=
∑
CK˜j\G/H
〈ρ, Ind
CK˜j
K˜j
Ind
K˜j
K˜j∩gH
1〉 =
∑
CK˜j\G/H
〈ResK˜j ρ, Ind
K˜j
K˜j∩gH
1〉
=
∑
K˜j\P/H
〈ResK˜j ρ, Ind
K˜j
K˜j∩gH
1〉 = 〈ResK˜j ρ,Res
P
K˜j
IndPH 1〉.
So (1) and (2) are equivalent to the statement that for any irreducible
character φ of K˜j that is faithful on C
z
p , 〈φ,Res
P
K˜j
IndPH1 1〉 = 〈φ,Res
P
K˜j
IndPH2 1〉.
This in turn is equivalent to (3), again by Lemma 7.11.
We now prove the equivalence of (1)-(3) to (4). Let φ be an irreducible
character of K˜j, faithful on C
z
p . Its kernel, say N , is then necessarily cyclic.
For H = H1 or H2, by Lemma 7.11 (1),
〈φ,ResP
K˜j
IndPH 1〉 = 〈φ,
∑
K˜j\P/H
Ind
K˜j
gH∩K˜j
1〉 = #{g ∈ P/HK˜j |
gH∩K˜j 6 N}.
If gH ∩ K˜j  N for all g ∈ P , this is 0. Otherwise, replace H by some gH
such that gH ∩ K˜j 6 N (this does not change 〈φ,Res
P
K˜j
IndPH 1〉). We find
eq:innerprod2 (7.15)
〈φ,ResP
K˜j
IndPH 1〉 = #{g ∈ P/HK˜j | g ∈ NP (H ∩ K˜j)}
= [NP (H ∩ K˜j) : HK˜j ].
This uses the fact that HK˜j is contained in NP (H ∩K˜j), since K˜j is abelian
and therefore normalises its subgroups, and since it is normal in P , so that
H ∩ K˜j is normal in H.
To deduce that (3) implies (4) (or rather the contrapositive), assume
without loss of generality that |H1 ∩ K˜j| ≥ |H2 ∩ K˜j |. Suppose first that
no conjugate of H2 ∩ K˜j is contained in H1 ∩ K˜j . Saturate H1 ∩ K˜j to a
cyclic subgroup N of K˜j with K˜j/N cyclic. Then no conjugate of H2∩K˜j is
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contained in N , so if φ is an irreducible character of K˜j with kernel N , then
〈φ,ResP
K˜j
IndPH2 1〉 = 0 6= 〈φ,Res
P
K˜j
IndPH1 1〉.
If instead [NP (H1∩K˜j) : H1K˜j ] 6= [NP (H2∩K˜j) : H2K˜j ], then (7.15) shows
that these inner products are not equal whenever they are non-zero.
Conversely, if (4) is satisfied, then above calculation yields
〈φ,ResP
K˜j
IndPH1 1〉 = 〈φ,Res
P
K˜j
IndPH2 1〉
for all irreducible characters φ of K˜j that are faithful on C
z
p . 
prop:cyclicKj Proposition 7.16. Suppose that some Kj0 is cyclic and let Θ =
∑
H6G nHH
be a relation with nH = 0 for all H that contain Clj0. Then∑
|H∩Kj0 |6p
i
HKj0=P
nH ≡ 0 (mod p) ∀ i > 0.
Proof. Let IndGC⋊Kj0
(χ ⊗ ϕ) be an irreducible character of G, where χ is a
one-dimensional character of C with kernel Clj0 , extended to C ⋊Kj0 as in
Remark 6.3, and ϕ is an irreducible character of Kj0 . If H 6 G intersects
Cj0 non-trivially, then by Lemma 7.11 (1),
〈IndGC⋊Kj0
(χ⊗ ϕ), IndGH 1〉 = 0,
while for any H 6 P ,
〈IndGH 1, Ind
G
C⋊Kj0
(χ⊗ ϕ)〉 =
∑
g∈Kj0\P/H
〈1Kj0∩gH ,Res
Kj0
Kj0∩
gH ϕ〉
=
∑
g∈Kj0\P/H
〈1g(Kj0∩H),Res
Kj0
g(Kj0∩H)
ϕ〉
= #(Kj0\P/H) · 〈1Kj0∩H ,Res
Kj0
Kj0∩H
ϕ〉.
The last two equalities follow from the facts that
(1) Kj0 ⊳ P , so that
g(Kj0 ∩H) = Kj0 ∩
gH is a subgroup of Kj0 ,
(2) Kj0 is cyclic, so that
g(Kj0∩H) = Kj0∩H, since both are subgroups
of Kj0 of the same order.
So by assumption on Θ, we must have∑
H6P
nH#(Kj0\P/H) · 〈1H∩Kj0 ,Res
Kj0
H∩Kj0
ϕ〉 = 0eq:innerprod (7.17)
for any 1-dimensional character ϕ of Kj0 . By Lemma 7.11 (1),
〈1H∩Kj0 ,Res
Kj0
H∩Kj0
ϕ〉 =
{
1, H∩Kj06kerϕ
0, otherwise .
Also, #(Kj0\P/H) is a power of p, since Kj0 is normal in P , and it is equal
to 1 if and only if HKj0 = P . The result now follows by considering equation
(7.17) modulo p for ϕ with increasing kernels. 
prop:Ptoosmall Proposition 7.18. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) P/K is generated by exactly t elements;
(2) Kj ) K for 1 6 j 6 t;
(3) P/K acts faithfully on C but does not act faithfully on any maximal
proper subgroup of C.
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Moreover, if G does not satisfy these conditions, then Prim(G) = 0.
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is clear. Suppose that for some j,
Kj = K. Then P/K = P/Kj injects into Aut(C
j), which has rank t − 1,
so P/K is generated by less than t elements. Conversely, if Kj  K for
all j, then any set of elements {gr}, gr ∈ Kjr\K, generates a group of rank
t in Aut(C), since each gr acts non-trivially on Cjr and trivially on C
jr . So
P/K 6 Aut(C) cannot be generated by less than t elements.
Suppose that G does not satisfy these conditions, let j0 be such thatKj0 =
K, or equivalently that P/K acts faithfully on Cj0 . Then, G0 = C
j0 ⋊ P
satisfies Assumption 7.8, so Corollary 7.12 applies to both G and G0. Thus
there exists a G-relation Θ ≡
∑
niHi (mod H
c) if and only if there exists
a G0-relation Θ ≡
∑
niHi (mod H
c
CzpC
j0
), which can then be induced to
an imprimitive G-relation. Here CzpC
j0 is considered as a normal subgroup
of G0. So all occurrences of H ∈ H in any G-relation can be replaced by
groups intersecting C¯K non-trivially using imprimitive relations, so G has
no primitive relations. 
sec:Ktriv
7.3. Primitive relations with trivial K. As before, we have G = C⋊P ,
where C is a cyclic group of order l1 · · · lt for distinct primes li 6= p, and
P is a p-group. Assume throughout this subsection that K = {1}, that is
P acts faithfully on C. In particular, P is abelian and its p-torsion is an
elementary abelian p-group of rank at most t.
If t = 1, then Prim(G) has been described in Proposition 6.5, so we
assume for the rest of the subsection that t > 1. Define M to be the set of
all index p subgroups of P . For each M ∈ M, define the signature of M to
be the vector in Ft2 whose j-th coordinate is 1 if Kj ⊆M and 0 otherwise.
prop:condsKtriv Proposition 7.19. The following properties of G are equivalent:
(1) All Kj =
⋂
i 6=j ker(P → AutCli) have the same, non-trivial image
in the Frattini quotient P/Φ(P ) of P .
(2) Each subgroup of P of index p contains either every Kj or none, and
both cases occur. In other words, the set of signatures of elements of
M is {(1, . . . , 1), (0, . . . , 0)}.
Proof. Note that, as P acts faithfully on C, some Kj is not the whole of P ,
and so some M ∈ M has a non-zero signature. A subgroup Kj has trivial
image in P/Φ(P ) if and only if it is contained in all maximal proper sub-
groups of P if and only if the signatures of all M ∈ M have a 1 in the
j-th coordinate. Moreover, K1, K2, say, have different non-trivial images
in the Frattini quotient if and only if there are two hyperplanes in P/Φ(P )
containing one but not the other if and only if there are two subgroups in
M with signatures (1, 0, . . .) and (0, 1, . . .). 
thm:Ktriv Theorem 7.20. The group G has a primitive relation if and only if G satis-
fies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 7.19. If it does, then Prim(G) ∼=
Cp and is generated by the relation∑
U6C
µ(|U |)(MU −M ′U),
where M,M ′ ∈ M have signatures (1, . . . , 1) and (0, . . . , 0), respectively.
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The proof will proceed in several lemmata.
lem:generators Lemma 7.21. The group Prim(G) is generated by relations of the form
Θ ≡M −M ′ (mod HcC), for M,M
′ ∈ M.
Proof. If a relation contains no subgroup of P , then it is imprimitive by
Lemma 3.1. Let Θ = nHH + . . . be any relation with H 6 P of index at
least p2. Pick M ∈ M that contains H. Filter M by a chain of subgroups,
each of index p in the previous, such that at each step, the image in some
Aut(Clj ) decreases. By Corollary 7.13, we can replaceH by a subgroupH
′ in
this chain and by subgroups intersecting C non-trivially, adding the relation
Θt+1 from Corollary 7.12. Moreover, the added relation is induced from a
subgroup (since 〈H,H ′〉 6M < P ), so the class in Prim(G) is unchanged.
Next, we claim that each subgroup in the chain can be replaced by (an
integer multiple of) its supergroup in the chain and by elements of HcC ,
using an imprimitive relation. Let H ′ 6 H be an index p subgroup such
that Im(H → AutClj ) 6= Im(H
′ → AutClj ) for some j. Then, the subgroup
Clj ⋊H/ ker(H → AutClj ) is a group of the form discussed in Example 2.3,
with H ′ corresponding to H˜ in that example. Lifting the relation of that
example from the quotient, H ′ can be replaced by p · H, as claimed. So,
in summary, we can replace any H  P by elements of M and subgroups
intersecting C non-trivially, without changing the class in Prim(G).
Also, by Corollary 7.12, the coefficient of P in any relation is divisible
by p. So we can replace P by a subgroup in M, again using the relation of
Example 2.3, induced from the subquotient Cl1 ⋊ P/ ker(P → AutCl1) (by
Proposition 7.18, we may assume that ker(P → AutCl1) 6= P ).
We have thus shown that we can replace any subgroup of P by a subgroup
in M, without changing the class in Prim(G). Finally, by using relations
Θ ≡ M − M ′ (mod HcC), we can replace all subgroups in M by one of
them. But the coefficient of this one must be zero by Corollary 7.12, so the
resulting relation is imprimitive. Thus, Prim(G) is generated by relations
Θ ≡M −M ′ (mod HcC), as claimed. 
Lemma 7.22. Let Θ be a relation of the form Θ ≡M−M ′ (mod HcC) with
M,M ′ ∈ M. Then its order in Prim(G) divides p.
Proof. Any occurrence of pM in a relation can be replaced by a proper
subgroup of M and groups intersecting C, using the relation from Example
2.3, and similarly for M ′. Next, these strictly smaller groups can all be
replaced by one group of the same size, as in the proof of Lemma 7.21, using
imprimitive relations. The resulting relation is ≡ 0 (mod HcC) by Corollary
7.12, and so is imprimitive. 
lem:commonEntry Lemma 7.23. If M,M ′ ∈ M have signatures that agree in some entry,
then there is an imprimitive relation Θ ≡M −M ′ (mod HcC).
Proof. Say the signatures agree in the jth entry. If the common entry is 1,
then M ∩ Kj = M
′ ∩ Kj = Kj , and if it is 0, then the intersections are
both equal to the unique index p subgroup of Kj. In either case, there is an
imprimitive relation of the required form by Theorem 7.14. 
Lemma 7.24. IfM,M ′ ∈ M have opposite signatures both of which contain
0 and 1, then there is an imprimitive relation Θ ≡M −M ′ (mod HcC).
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Proof. Say the signatures ofM andM ′ start (0, 1, . . .) and (1, 0, . . .), respec-
tively. In particular, there exists g ∈ K1\M with 〈M,g〉 = P and g
p ∈ M
and h ∈ K2\M
′ with 〈M ′, h〉 = P and hp ∈M ′. Since M ∩M ′ is of index p
inM and in M ′, and sinceM ′ = 〈M ∩M ′, g〉 and similarly forM , the group
〈M ∩M ′, gh〉 is in M and contains neither K1 nor K2, i.e. it has signature
(0, 0, . . .). Thus we get the required relation by applying the previous lemma
twice. 
Corollary 7.25. If there exists M ∈ M whose signature contains 0 and 1,
then Prim(G) is trivial. Otherwise, Prim(G) is generated by any Θ ≡M −
M ′ (mod HcC) where M and M
′ have signatures (0, . . . , 0) and (1, . . . , 1),
respectively.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 7.20, it remains to show:
Lemma 7.26. Suppose that no element of M has a signature in which both
0 and 1 occur. Let M,M ′ ∈ M have signatures (0, . . . , 0) and (1, . . . , 1),
respectively, let Θ ≡M −M ′ (mod HcC) be a relation. Then Θ is primitive.
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that Θ is a sum of relations that are in-
duced and/or lifted from proper subquotients. Then, at least one summand
must contain terms in M with signature (0, . . . , 0) such that the sum of all
coefficients of these terms is not congruent to 0 modulo p. Moreover, by
Corollary 7.12 (2), this relation must contain either a term in M with sig-
nature (1, . . . , 1), or P . Since no M ∈M contains a normal subgroup of G,
this relation cannot be lifted from a proper quotient, so it must be induced
from a proper subgroup. Since two distinct groups in M generate P , this
proper subgroup must be of the form (Cl1 × . . .× Ĉlj0 × . . .× Clt)⋊ P . By
Proposition 7.16, applied with pi = |Kj0 |/p, the sum of the coefficients of
M ∈ M with signature (0, . . . , 0) plus the sum of the coefficients of H 6 P
that satisfy HKj0 = P and |H ∩Kj0 | 6 |Kj0 |/p
2 is divisible by p. By the
same proposition, applied with pi = |Kj0 |/p
2, the second sum is divisible
by p. We deduce that the sum of the coefficients of M ∈ M with signature
(0, . . . , 0) is divisible by p, which is a contradiction. 
sec:Knontriv
7.4. Primitive relations with non-trivial K. Finally, we consider G =
C⋊P , where C is a cyclic group of order l1 · · · lt for distinct primes li different
from p, P is a p-group and the kernel K of P → AutC is non-trivial. By
Proposition 7.6, if G has a primitive relation, then K must be isomorphic
to D8 or have normal p-rank one, so it is a group of the type described in
Proposition 5.2. We will assume this throughout this subsection. Note that
in particular, if p is odd, then K must be cyclic.
Recall that H is a set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups
of P that do not contain Czp (the unique subgroup of K of order p that is
central in G), and Hm is the set of elements of H of maximal size.
lem:genKnontriv Lemma 7.27. The group Prim(G) is generated by relations of the form
Θ =
∑
C˜6C¯K
µ(|C˜|)(C˜H1 − C˜H2),
for H1,H2 ∈ Hm.
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Proof. By Corollary 7.12, these are indeed G-relations.
Now let Θ be any relation. If no elements of H occur in it, then Θ is
imprimitive by Lemma 3.1. Suppose H ∈ H \ Hm occurs in Θ and H
′ ∈ H
is such that |H ′| = p|H|. Set IH = Im(H → AutC), and consider two cases:
(1) IH = Im(P → AutC). Then the assumption that there exists an
element of H of size p|H| implies that p = 2, K is dihedral or semidihedral,
and P is a direct product of H and K. In particular, H is normal in P .
Let Ca2 be a non-central C2 in K. By inducing the relation of Example 2.4
from the subquotient HCa2C
z
p/H
∼= C2 × C2, we may replace H by strictly
bigger groups in H and by subgroups of P containing Czp , without changing
the class of Θ in Prim(G).
(2) IH 6= Im(P → AutC). Let B be an index p subgroup of Im(P →
AutC) containing IH . By intersecting H
′ with the pre-image of B in P if
necessary, we can find an index p subgroup H ′′ in H ′ such that H and H ′′
generate a proper subgroup of P . Thus, the relation
∑
C˜6C¯K
µ(|C˜|)(C˜H −
C˜H ′′) of Corollary 7.13 is induced from a proper subgroup by Proposition
3.7, so that H can be replaced by H ′′, which is a subgroup of H ′, and
by subgroups that intersect C¯K non-trivially without changing the class in
Prim(G). By inducing the relation of Example 2.4 from the subquotient
H ′Czp/H
′′ ∼= Cp × Cp (note that H
′ is abelian and Czp is central, so H
′′ is
indeed normal in the group generated by the two), we may replace H ′′ by
strictly bigger groups in H and by subgroups of P containing Czp .
In summary, any class in Prim(G) is represented by a relation of the form
Θ ≡
∑
niHi (mod H
c) with Hi ∈ Hm.
Since
∑
i ni = 0 by Corollary 7.12, the generators of Prim(G) are as
claimed. 
lem:Fpvs Lemma 7.28. The group Prim(G) is an elementary abelian p-group.
Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to show that for any H1,H2 ∈ Hm,
Θ = p ·
∑
C˜6C¯K
µ(|C˜|)(C˜H1 − C˜H2)
is imprimitive. Let A be a subgroup of Im(P → AutC) of index p and such
that for some j, A ∩ AutClj 6= Im(P → AutClj). By intersecting H1 and
H2 with the pre-image of A in P , we may find subgroups H3 6 H1 and
H4 6 H2 of index p whose image in AutC lies in A, and in particular whose
image in AutClj is strictly smaller than that of H1 and of H2, respectively.
By inducing the relation of Example 2.3, we may replace pH1 and pH2 in Θ
by H3 and H4, respectively, and by groups containing Clj , without changing
the class of Θ in Prim(G). Now, we can replace H3 by H4 and by groups
intersecting C¯K non-trivially, using the relation of Corollary 7.13 (1). Since
H3 and H4 together generate a proper subgroup of G (it is contained in the
pre-image of A in P ), the class of Θ in Prim(G) is still unchanged. But
now, the only element of H appearing in Θ is H4, so by Corollary 7.12, it
must appear with coefficient 0 and the resulting relation is imprimitive by
Lemma 3.1. 
It only remains to determine the rank of Prim(G). We will first treat
separately the case that K = Czp and K ⊳ P is a direct summand. In this
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case, Kj ∼= K × (cyclic group) for every j, and their images in P/Φ(P ) are
either Cp or Cp × Cp.
prop:Pdirprod Proposition 7.29. Suppose P is a direct product by K ∼= Czp . If some Kj
has image Cp in P/Φ(P ) or some Kj1, Kj2 have different images in P/Φ(P ),
then Prim(G) is trivial. Otherwise, Prim(G) ∼= Fp−2p .
Proof. Denote by ·Φ the image of · in the Frattini quotient P/Φ(P ).
Let H = 〈a1, . . . , ar〉 be a complement to K in P , where r is the smallest
number of generators of H. If r is less than the number t of prime divisors of
|C|, then by Proposition 7.18, some Kj is equal to K ∼= Cp, and so K
Φ
j
∼= Cp.
Also, by the same proposition, G has no primitive relations, as claimed.
Suppose from now on that r = t. Write K = 〈c〉. The elements of Hm
are precisely the complements of K in P , so they are shifts of H of the form
Hδ = 〈c
δ1a1, . . . , c
δrar〉 for δ = (δ1, ..., δt) ∈ Ftp.
Step 1. Suppose KΦj
∼= Cp for some j. Then K
Φ
j = K
Φ, so the intersection
of Kj with any Hδ has trivial image in the Frattini quotient, and therefore
consists only of p-th powers. For any Hδ ∈ Hm, from the explicit description
of the generators it follows that Hδ ∩Kj = H ∩Kj, since taking p-th powers
kills c. So by Theorem 7.14, there exists an imprimitive relation Θ ≡ H −
Hδ (mod H
c). Combined with Lemma 7.27, this implies that Prim(G) is
generated by a relation of the form Θ ≡ nHH (mod H
c). But nH = 0 by
Corollary 7.12, and so Prim(G) is trivial by Lemma 3.1.
Step 2. Suppose KΦj1 6= K
Φ
j2
, and both are two-dimensional. Then, given
any lines L1 6 K
Φ
j1
, L2 6 K
Φ
j2
distinct from KΦ, we can lift a hyperplane in
P/Φ(P ) that intersect each KΦji in Li for i = 1, 2 to an index p-subgroup of
P that intersects K trivially. Thus, given any two complements H1 and H2,
we can find H3 such that Hi ∩Kji = H3 ∩Kji for i = 1, 2. Thus, there exist
imprimitive relations Θi ≡ Hi −H3 (mod H
c) for i = 1, 2 and so, Prim(G)
is trivial by the same argument as in the previous step.
Step 3. From now on, suppose that KΦ1 = . . . = K
Φ
t
∼= Cp×Cp. Denote the
p + 1 lines in this quotient by KΦ, L1, ..., Lp. For any H ∈ Hm, the image
(H ∩ Kj)
Φ is one of the lines Li. This line is the same for all j (any two
Li1 6= Li2 generate K
Φ
1 , forcing H to contain K otherwise). Consider the
linear map
l : K(G)→ Fpp,
that takes H ∈ Hm to the ith basis vector when (H ∩ Kj)
Φ = Li, and
declaring l(H) = 0 for H /∈ Hm.
We claim that every relation Θ ∈ ker l is imprimitive. To this end, we
first modify Θ to get rid of the subgroups that are in H but not in Hm.
Fix H ∈ Hm (a complement to K in P ), and let H1 ∈ H \ Hm. Denote
Im(H1 → Aut(C)) by A. Then H1 ∼= A  Im(P → Aut(C)), so intersecting
H with the preimage of A in P , we obtain a proper subgroup H2 6 H of the
same order as H1, and such that 〈H1,H2〉 6= P , since its image in Aut(C) is
contained in A. The relation Ω1 ≡ H1−H2 (mod H
c) of Corollary 7.13 (1)
is therefore imprimitive, and it clearly lies in the kernel of l. So by adding
relations of the type Ω1 to Θ, we may replace any terms in Θ that lie in H
but not in Hm by subgroups of H, without changing the class in Prim(G)
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and without changing l(Θ). Next, given any H˜  H, we can obtain an
imprimitive relation of the form Ω2 ≡ H˜ − pH (mod H
c) by inducing the
relation of Corollary 7.13 (2) from the proper subgroup C ⋊H of G. This
relation also lies in the kernel of l. So by adding relations of the type Ω2
to Θ, we may assume without loss of generality that Θ ≡
∑
H∈Hm
nHH
(mod Hc).
Let H1,H2 ∈ Hm be such that their intersection with some Kj has the
same image in P/Φ(P ). We claim that this implies that H1∩Kj = H2∩Kj.
Indeed, Kj is of the form Kj = C
z
p × 〈g〉 for some g ∈ P , and each of these
intersections is a complement of Czp in Kj. There are p such complements,
and they all have distinct images in P/Φ(P ). By Theorem 7.14, there is an
imprimitive relation Ω3 ≡ H1 − H2 (mod H
c), which is in the kernel of l.
So we may assume without loss of generality that Θ ≡
∑
H nHH (mod H
c),
where all H in the sum give rise to different lines Lk in P/Φ(P ). Since Θ
is assumed to lie in the kernel of l, we have p|nH for all H, and so Θ is
imprimitive by Lemma 7.28.
Step 4. By Corollary 7.12, the image of l is precisely equal to the hyperplane
V = {(v1, . . . , vp)|
∑
vi = 0 ∈ Fp} of F
p
p. By Step 3, Prim(G) is isomorphic
to the quotient of V by the image of the imprimitive relations under l. Let
Θ be imprimitive with non-trivial image under l, without loss of generality
assume that it is primitive in its own subquotient G¯. Since l(Θ) 6= 0 and
since any two groups in Hm generate all of P , this subquotient is either a
quotient of P or of the form C˜⋊P , where C˜ is a proper subgroup of C. So,
assume that Θ is as described by Theorem 5.3 or by Lemma 7.27.
Suppose first that it is the former. Then G¯ = P/N must be isomorphic
to Cp × Cp, since P is abelian, and Θ is then lifted from the relation of
Example 2.4. Since the projections of all H ∈ Hm in this subquotient have
the same size, and since we assume that 0 6= l(Θ) ∈ V , we deduce that the
projections of H ∈ Hm in this subquotient are cyclic of order p. Moreover,
any two distinct H,H ′ ∈ Hm generate all of P , and neither contains C
z
p , so
the projection of Czp onto this subquotient is non-trivial cyclic, and the other
p terms in Θ of size p correspond to distinct elements of Hm. If g is a lift of
a generator of one such cyclic group from G¯ to P , and if c is a generator of
Czp , then the elements of Hm entering in Θ are Hi = 〈c
ig〉N , i = 0, . . . , p−1.
Since the image of c in the Frattini quotient P/Φ(P ) is non-trivial, it follows
that the images of Hi ∩Kj in P/Φ(P ) for i = 0, . . . , p− 1 are either all the
same or all distinct. The assumption that l(Θ) 6= 0 then forces the latter,
and so l(Θ) = (−1,−1, . . . ,−1).
Now suppose that G¯ = C˜ ⋊P , where C˜ is a proper subgroup of C. Then
by Theorem 7.14, Θ ≡ H1 −H2 (mod H
c
C) such that H1 ∩Kj = H2 ∩Kj
for some j. But then l(Θ) = 0, which is a contradiction.
In summary, the image of the imprimitive relations under l is a one-
dimensional subspace of V , spanned by (1, . . . , 1), so Prim(G) ∼= Fp−2p , as
claimed. 
thm:Knontriv Theorem 7.30. Assume that either |K| > p, or P is not a direct product
by K. Let Hm be the set of subgroups of P of maximal size among those
that intersect the centre of K trivially. Define a graph Γ whose vertices are
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the elements of Hm and with an edge between H1,H2 ∈ Hm if one of the
following applies:
(1) the subgroup generated by H1 and H2 is a proper subgroup of P ;
(2) t > 1 and there exists 1 6 j0 6 t such that H1∩K˜j0 = H2∩K˜j0, where
K˜j0 = Kj0 ∩ ker(P → AutCK) (recall that CK is a fixed maximal
cyclic subgroup of K that is normal in G, see Notation 7.9);
(3) the intersection H1∩H2 is of index p in H1 and in H2, and 〈H1,H2〉/H1∩
H2 is either dihedral, or the Heisenberg group of order p
3.
Let d be the number of connected components of Γ. Then Prim(G)∼=(Cp)
d−1,
generated by relations Θ =
∑
C˜6C¯K
µ(|C˜|)(C˜H1 − C˜H2) for H1,H2 ∈ Hm
corresponding to distinct connected components of the graph.
Proof. The three conditions for when there is an edge between H1 and H2 ∈
Hm ensure that if H1 and H2 lie in the same connected component of the
graph Γ, then there is an imprimitive relation Θ ≡ H1 − H2 (mod H
c),
by using Proposition 3.7, Theorem 7.14, and by inducing the relations of
Theorem 5.3, respectively.
For a subgroup H ∈ Hm write [H] for the connected component of Γ
that contains H. Note that since the conjugation action of P on its Frattini
quotient is trivial, condition (1) ensures that [H] = [gH] for any g ∈ G.
Therefore [ · ] extends by linearity to a well-defined linear map B(G) →
Fdp, defining it to be 0 on the groups not in Hm. We are interested in its
restriction to the space of relations,
[ · ] : K(G) −→ Fdp.
By Corollary 7.12, the image of this restriction is the hyperplane V =
{v|
∑
vi = 0}. We will show that this map establishes an isomorphism
between V and Prim(G).
First, we claim that every imprimitive relation is in ker[ · ], so that [ · ]
yields a well-defined map
[ · ] : PrimG −→ Fd−1p .
Suppose, on the contrary, that [Θ] 6= 0 and Θ is imprimitive. So Θ =
∑
iΘi,
where each Θi comes from a proper subquotient of G. Without loss of gen-
erality, we may assume that each of these summands is primitive in its sub-
quotient. Moreover, using Lemma 7.27 and Theorem 7.20, we may assume
further that Θi that are induced from p-groups are of the form described in
Theorem 5.3, while Θi that are induced/lifted from quasi-elementary sub-
quotients that are not p-groups are as described by Proposition 6.5 and by
Lemma 7.27.
Because [Θ] 6= 0, some [Θi] is not 0. The entries of [Θi] ∈ Fdp sum up to 0,
so at least two of them are non-zero. In particular, Θi contains two terms
H1,H2 ∈ Hm from two different connected components of Γ, appearing in
Θi with non-zero coefficients modulo p. Since both Hi act faithfully on C¯K ,
their intersection does not contain any normal subgroup of G, so Θi must
be induced from a proper subgroup of G. Since H1 and H2 lie in different
connected components of Γ, they generate all of P . So Θi is either induced
from P or from C˜ ⋊ P for a proper non-trivial subgroup C˜ of C.
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If Θi is induced from P , then it is induced from a subquotient of the form
described in Theorem 5.3 and the images of H1,H2 are of order p in it. In
fact, since 〈H1,H2〉 = P , this subquotient is a quotient. If it is dihedral or
a Heisenberg group of order p3, then there is an edge between H1 and H2
- contradiction. Otherwise, it is isomorphic to Cp × Cp, so |P | = p|H1|. It
follows that K = Czp and P = C
z
p ×H1, and this case was excluded.
From now on we may assume that Θi is induced from a subgroup C˜ ⋊P .
Let K˜ = ker(P → Aut(C˜)). Since H1,H2 are abelian and generate P , their
intersection is normal in P , and so is I = K˜ ∩ H1 ∩ H2. Since the image
of Czp in K˜/I is non-trivial, Θi cannot be the relation of Proposition 6.5,
so it must be as described by Lemma 7.27. Moreover, since Θi is primitive
in its subquotient, Proposition 7.6 implies that K˜/I is isomorphic to D8 or
has normal p-rank one. Pick an index j with C˜ 6 Cj and Kj 6 K˜; see
Notation 7.9. Then Kj/Kj ∩ I is canonically identified with a non-trivial
normal subgroup of K˜/I, and hence is itself isomorphic to D8 or has normal
p-rank one, or is isomorphic to C2 × C2, the latter being only possible if
K˜/I ∼= D8.
IfKj/Kj∩I is isomorphic to D8 or has normal p-rank one, then K˜j/K˜j∩I
is cyclic, and so K˜j ∩H1∩H2 is a maximal (with respect to inclusion) cyclic
subgroup of K˜j not containing C
z
p . But K˜j ∩H1 ∩H2 6 K˜j ∩H1, K˜j ∩H2,
which are also cyclic and do not contain Czp , so necessarily K˜j∩H1 = K˜j∩H2,
and there is therefore an edge between H1 and H2.
Finally, suppose Kj/Kj ∩ I ∼= C2 × C2 and K˜/I ∼= D8. By Proposi-
tion 7.18, these two assumptions and the inclusions {1}  K  Kj  K˜
force the index [C : C˜] to be the product of exactly two primes lj , li. In
other words, K˜ = K = Czp
∼= C2, and K˜j/K˜j ∩ I, K˜i/K˜i ∩ I are the two
distinct subgroups of D8 isomorphic to C2×C2 . The intersections H1 ∩ K˜,
H2 ∩ K˜ meet C
z
p trivially, so their images in the quotient K˜/I are either
trivial or non-central of order 2. If these images are conjugate, or if at least
one of them is trivial, then either H1∩K˜j is conjugate to H2∩K˜j or H1∩K˜i
is conjugate to H2 ∩ K˜i; in both cases, there is an edge between H1 and H2.
So suppose their images in K˜/I ∼= D8 are two non-conjugate non-central
subgroups of order 2. Say, H1 ∩ K˜j becomes isomorphic to C2 in K˜/I, and
H2 ∩ K˜j becomes trivial. Then by [11, Lemma 6.15], applied to the sub-
group E = Ki/Ki ∩ I ∼= C2 × C2 of P/I, with H = H1/H1 ∩ I there exists
a subgroup H ′ of P/I that centralises E, and a relation
Ω˜ = H −H ′ −HCzp +H
′Czp
in P/I. Lifting it to P , we get a relation
Ω = H1 −H3 −H1C
z
p +H3C
z
p
for some H3 ∈ P . By Corollary 7.12, H3 ∈ Hm. We already showed that the
existence of such a relation forces H1 and H3 to lie in the same connected
component. However, H2∩ K˜j = I = H3∩ K˜j , since no non-central element
of D8 can lie in one C2×C2 and centralise the other one, and so there is an
edge between H2 and H3. So in this case [H1] = [H2] as well.
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Finally, to determine the kernel of
[ · ] : PrimG −→ Fd−1p ,eq:primG (7.31)
it suffices to evaluate it on linear combinations of the generators of Prim(G)
given by Lemma 7.27. Such a linear combination is mapped to 0 if and only
if the coefficients of all H ∈ Hm are divisible by p. We deduce by Lemma
7.28 that the map (7.31) is an isomorphism. 
ex:Cprime Remark 7.32. This completes the proof of Theorem A in the last remain-
ing case, when G = C ⋊ P is quasi-elementary with P a p-group and C
cyclic of order prime to p.
The conditions in Theorem A(4) that describe when such a G has prim-
itive relations are group-theoretic, but they are rather intricate. In the
special case that |C| = l 6= p is prime, they can be made completely explicit,
and one can list all such G in terms of generators and relations. We refer
the interested reader to [5], and just make one remark here.
Suppose that G has a primitive relation. By Proposition 7.6, the kernel
K of the action of P on C by conjugation is {1}, D8 or has normal p-rank
one. Suppose that {1} 6= K 6= P (cf. Example 2.3, Lemma 7.2). Write A
for the image of P in AutC. What makes the case |C| = l simpler is that
in this case A is cyclic and the sequence
KPAseq (7.33) 1→ K → P → A→ 1
must split; this makes P = K⋊A and G not hard to describe by generators
and relations.
Indeed, suppose the sequence does not split. If K is cyclic or generalised
quaternion, then all subgroups of K contain the central Czp , so, using the no-
tation of section 7.4, H consists of subgroups of P that intersect K trivially.
Since there is no subgroup H of P with H ∩K = {1} and surjecting onto
A (otherwise P would be a semi-direct product of H by K), all subgroups
in H must be contained in the pre-image under P → AutC of the unique
index p subgroup. Thus, there is an edge between any two groups in Hm,
using the notation of Theorem 7.30, and so Prim(G) = {1}. Now suppose
K is dihedral or semi-dihedral, and denote by CK the unique cyclic index 2
subgroup of K. Since the automorphism of CK given by any non-central
involution of K is not divisible, P not being a semi-direct product by K
implies that it is not a semi-direct product by CK either. Thus, again, there
is an index p subgroup of P containing any subgroup of P that does not
intersect CK , so the same argument applies and shows that Prim(G) = {1}.
Finally, let us mention that when C has composite order, it may happen
that the sequence (7.33) does not split, but G still has primitive relations.
The smallest such example that we know is a group G of order 3934208 =
211 · 17 · 113, with C = C17×C113, K = C8 and A = C16×C16.
5 Here there
are no subgroups in H mapping onto A, but the images of two elements of
H may generate the whole of A. This cannot happen when C has prime
order.
5 In Magma, this group may be given by PolycyclicGroup〈a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m|
a2=f, b2=e, c2=d, d2=h, e2=g, f2= i, g2=k, h2=j, i2, j2, k2, l17,m113, ac=c·i, bc=c·f,
bd=d·i, ce=e·i, bl= l3, el= l9, gl= l13, kl= l16, bm=m48, cm=m42, dm=m69, em=m44,
gm=m15, hm=m15, jm=m112, km=m112〉
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remcanrel Remark 7.34. Although there is no a priori preferred representative of
any class in Prim(G), the generators of Prim(G) in Theorem A for quasi-
elementary G are fairly canonical in the following sense. The results of §7
show that in case 4(c) every primitive G-relation Θ =
∑
H nHH satisfies the
following conditions:
• There exists at least two subgroups H of P of maximal size among
those that intersect Czp trivially such that nH 6≡ 0 mod p.
• The sum of nH over all such H is 0 mod p.
• For any C˜ 6 C, there exists a subgroup H of G that intersects C˜
non-trivially and such that nH 6= 0.
Similar remarks apply to the cases 4(a) and 4(b).
8. Examples
ex:SL2(F3) Example 8.1. Let G = SL2(F3). Its Sylow 2-subgroup S is normal in G
and is isomorphic to the quaternion group Q8. The Sylow 2-subgroup and G
itself are the only non-cyclic subgroups of G, so K(G) has rank 2. Since G is
not in the list of Theorem A, all its relations come from proper subquotients.
By Theorem 5.3, K(S) is generated by the relation lifted from S/Z(S) ∼=
C2 × C2. The only other subquotient of G that has primitive relations is
G/Z(G) ∼= A4, which is of type 3(a) in Theorem A with Q cyclic. Combining
everything we have said and noting that the three cyclic subgroups of order
4 in S are conjugate in G, we see that K(G) is generated by
Θ1 = C4 − C6 − S +G,
Θ2 = C2 − 3C4 + 2S.
Example 8.2. Let G = A5. Since G is simple, Theorem 4.3 shows that G
has a primitive relation and Prim(G) ∼= Z and is generated by any relation in
which G enters with coefficient 1. Using [31, Theorem 2.16(i)] or explicitly
decomposing all permutation characters in A5 into irreducible characters,
we find that
Θ = C2 − C3 − V4 + S3 −D10 +G
is a relation (of the form predicted by Theorem 4.1). Theorem 4.3 now
implies that all Brauer relations in G can be expressed as integral linear
combinations of Θ and of relations coming from proper subgroups. The
non-cyclic proper subgroups of G are V4, S3, D10 and A4 and their relations
induced to G together with Θ generate K(G).
ex:wreath Example 8.3. Let G = C3 ≀ C4 be the wreath product of C3 by C4. Then
the subspace of F43 on which C4 acts trivially is a normal subgroup of G with
non-quasi-elementary quotient. Thus, all relations of G are obtained from
proper subquotients by Corollary 4.4.
9. An application to regulator constants
s:appl
Let Θ =
∑
H nHH be a Brauer relation in a group G. Write
CΘ(1) =
∏
H
|H|−nH .
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This quantity is called the regulator constant of the trivial ZG-module. We
refer the reader to [15] §2.2 and [2] §2.2 for the definition of regulator con-
stants for general ZG-modules and their properties. Note that CΘ(1) is in-
variant under induction of Θ from subgroups and lifts from quotients (using∑
nH = 〈Θ,1〉 = 0), and that CΘ+Θ′(1) = CΘ(1)CΘ′(1).
As an application of Theorem A, we classify, given a prime number l,
all finite groups G that have a Brauer relation Θ with the property that
ordl(CΘ(1)) 6= 0. Here, ordl denotes the (additive) l-adic valuation of a non-
zero rational number. For an example of number theoretic consequences of
the theorem, see [4].
thm:regconsttriv Theorem 9.1. Let G be a finite group and l a prime number. Then any
Brauer relation in G is a sum of a relation Θ′ satisfying ordl CΘ′(1) = 0
and relations induced and/or lifted from relations Θ from subquotients H =
(Cl)
d ⋊Q of the following form:
(1) d = 1, Q = Cpk+1, p 6= l prime, Q acting faithfully on Cl; Θ =
Cpk − pQ− Cl ⋊ Cpk + pH; CΘ(1) = l
−p+1.
(2) d = 1, Q = Cmn acting fathfully on Cl, (m,n) = 1, mα + nβ = 1;
Θ = H −Q+α(Cn−Cl⋊Cn)+ β(Cm−Cl⋊Cm); CΘ(1) = lα+β−1.
(3) d > 1, either Q is quasi-elementary and acts faithfully irreducibly
on (Cl)
d, or H = (Cl ⋊ P1) × (Cl ⋊ P2), where P1, P2 are cyclic
p-groups, p 6= l, acting faithfully on the respective Cl;
Θ = H −Q+
∑
U∈U
(
U ⋊NQU − (Cl)
d ⋊NQU
)
;
CΘ(1) = l
|U|−d, where U is the set of index l subgroups of (Cl)
d up
to Q-conjugation.
cor:regconstsubquo Corollary 9.2. A group G has a Brauer relation Θ with ordl(CΘ(1)) 6= 0 if
and only if it has a subquotient isomorphic either to Cl × Cl or to Cl ⋊ Cp
with Cp of prime order acting faithully on Cl.
Proof. If G has a subquotient Cl × Cl, respectively Cl ⋊ Cp, then the in-
duction/lift of a relation from Example 2.4, respectively 2.3 is as required.
The converse immediately follows from Theorem 9.1, noting that all groups
listed there have a subquotient of the required type. 
We begin by reducing the theorem to soluble groups.
Definition 9.3. Given a prime number l, write Zl for the ring of l-adic inte-
gers. We call a Brauer relation Θ =
∑
H H−
∑
H′ H
′ in G a Zl-isomorphism
if ⊕
H
Zl[G/H] ∼=
⊕
H′
Zl[G/H
′],
or equivalently (see [7, Lemma 5.5.2]) if⊕
H
Fl[G/H] ∼=
⊕
H′
Fl[G/H
′].
The following result is a slight strengthening of [7, Theorem 5.6.11]:
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thm:Dress Theorem 9.4 (Dress’s induction theorem). Let G be a finite group and l a
prime number. There exists a Zl-isomorphism in G of the form
G+
∑
H
αHH, αH ∈ Z,
the sum taken over those subgroups H of G for which H/Ol(H) is quasi-
elementary. Here Ol(H) is the l-core of H (the largest normal l-subgroup).
Sketch of the proof. This is shown in the course of the proof of [7, Theorem
5.6.11], but since the actual statement of the theorem is somewhat weaker,
we summarise for the benefit of the reader the main ideas of the proof. It is
enough to prove that for any prime number q, there exists a Zl-isomorphism
in G of the form
aG+
∑
H
αHH,
where the sum is over subgroups H for which H/Ol(H) is quasi-elementary,
αH ∈ Z, and a ∈ Z is not divisible by q. In other words, it is enough
to exhibit suitable elements of B(G) ⊗ Z(q) that become trivial under the
natural map B(G) ⊗ Z(q) → RFl(G) ⊗ Z(q). To do that, one first writes
1 ∈ B(G) ⊗ Z(q) as a sum of primitive idempotents 1 =
∑
H eH , which are
described in [7, Corollary 5.4.8], with the property that each eH is induced
from B(H) ⊗ Z(q) ([7, Theorem 5.4.10]). One then shows that under the
map
B(G)⊗ Z(q) −→ RFl ⊗ Z(q),
only those eH map to non-zero idempotents, for which H/Ol(H) is q-quasi-
elementary. Since each eH is a linear combination of G-sets G/U , U 6
H, with coefficients whose denominators are not divisible by q, the result
follows. 
cor:Dress Corollary 9.5. Let G be a finite group and l a prime number. Any Brauer
relation can be written as a sum of relations induced from soluble subgroups
of G and a Zl-isomorphism.
Proof. Let Θ be an arbitrary Brauer relation in G, let R = 1G +
∑
H αHH
be a Zl-isomorphism, as given by Theorem 9.4. In particular, all subgroups
H in the sum are soluble. Since the subgroup of B(G) that consists of
Zl-isomorphisms forms an ideal in B(G), we see that
Θ ·R = Θ+
∑
H
αH Ind
GResH Θ
is a Zl-isomorphism, and the claim is established. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. It is easy to see that if R is a Zl-isomorphism, then
ordl(CR(1)) = 0 (and in fact, the same is true with 1 replaced by any
finitely generated Z[G]-module). Thus, Corollary 9.5 reduces the proof of
the theorem to the case that G is soluble.
Writing Θ as a sum of primitive relations listed in Theorem A, we see
immediately by inspection that the relations Θ′ that generate Prim(G) in
the cases 1, 2, and 4 satisfy CΘ′(1) = 1. The remaining assertions of the
theorem follow from a direct calculation for the generators of Prim(G) in
the case 3. 
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